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SECTION I

.:INTRODUCTIGN
y.

PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
4

This document is intended to proVide the reader with a.,
.clear description of a,.model'for Coinputer Aided Training
System Development and Management.(CATSW4) -and, is designed
to, serve as a functional specification base from which more
detailed design' and development activities could proceed.

In previous documents prepared as part of the Computer .

Aided'Ti-atning Syst4M-DeVelopment and."Manag'dment (CATSDM) toISD (Instructional Systems pevelopmcent) project, a series of
analyses were conducted to determine the characteristics -Of
an idealized computer hardware/software system which could
support the /nstr4uctional"System Development -(ISD) process.
Analy's'es were also conducted to prioritize support needs for
'the. various 'technical ISD4proces.ses. Findily, existing
relevant hardware /software systems were examined to

=deterriline,their. general capabilities and potentials in
relitionihip-to the identiK,ied requirements.

-Using' the analyses outlined above,, a set of functional
specifications .has been prepared describing a system of
computer programs.to assist in successfully and reliabity
carrying out the ISD process. These-programs are designed
to lend structure to the activities of persons involved in
ISD, as well as.to provide a wiae range of suppor
functions, including- needed data collectSion and'manipulation'
capabilities fortall.phases of the process.

OVERVIEW OF -THE CONTEINTS'

:The remainder'of this document will d'eal'in detail with
-,,.,-i

.the co ponents of CATSDM, conception and development ofY those omponents, and recommendations and conclusiOns madein lig t of the nalysis of existing systems, including Navy
Training device,9. umber 11869,, referred to in this document

1..,,as,ttie Versatilse Training System (VTS). This will not /only_
-r,Nprovide the reader with a feel for what CATSDM is and-doe's,
-but also with how.the'tre-nefits of CATSDM can be realized and
?-lintegrated with whgt is already available through VTS.a.

..

4:1

The section on."DescriOtion of Method_ i:lmellate/y/
this- section will describe the-gen -al procedures

followed in developing this dtta item. It w.....LoUtlIqe how
the VTS was studied, analyzed, and compared to

.\-

p
5
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Section II will contain three'subsections which:will 1)
overviewthe ,recommended .system of %programs, 2)-descrIbe in
detail program capabilities (both standard across the .whole
- CATSDM systemadd specific 'to individUal subprograms) and,
3) describe the data baSes created and_used by the programs.

Each. of the detailed desctptions of 'pro,gram.
capabilities will be4accompanied,by a table listing what
types of infOrmation'will be entered into each data base,
..and.,specifying7how it ,was entered. A large portion of. the
capabilities available for one,program will also be
available in other progr4ms: ,Therefore, insteadiof
describing each capability over and ove'r_as a parto.f each
program, a single .set of descriptions of these'.comffion
capabilities will be presented separate from individual
program descriptions. By describing thestandard _

capabilities in detail once, it will then be reasonable to
merely reference them in the descriptions of each of. the
subsequent programs.

'The description of theidata bases included in the third/
subsection will include a series of tables.oUtlining-th
projected contents' of each of the data bases. For each
.piece of data in each datafbase, the program bsed.to enter
that data will be identifltd, and the programs whichaccess
that data will be liSted.

AnalySit of the VTS in light of CATSDM recommendations
will be\proVided do _Section III. -The-purposelof this.
section is to evaluate the VTS. to determine h615itS
capabilities relate to requirements of the preWbsed qATSDM
.system. -.The.analysis will outline where the VTS add#ess th/e-
CATSDM-need as speCift:ed,:and where it takes an alternativ.

-NI'but acceptable approach tO accomplishing each specific
CATSDM task.- will also identify where the YTS do s not
now provide thei-equired capabilities in any useful /f

-

willSection IV -present recommended. plan for .how to. go ---%

about the crevelopment and implementation of the Proposed(
CATSDM syst* _It will spedifically' address holy; the VTS
could be systematically. expanded. and medified to meet the
aCATSDM requirements. The plan will 'attempt' to organiZe-
devekopment:tasks -in. such a way that individualeperams and
subsystems can be developed one at a time and inf(such,a.ay
that eachtwill provide a-useful,product in and - o itself. .-' ,

Ih this way-many-of the benefits 'of CATSDM'cambe realized
very early in the olmvelopment effort, without having to wait . ,

for the'wholesystem to be completed. The section will visor-
present development tasks, phasing, and-staffin'g.

4

4
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--Section V Of the report will summarize all conclusions-and recommendations.

DEtCRIPTION.OF.METHODS Ov.

This section will decribe. the general' procedures which'were'f011oked.in 'developing this data item. It-will outlinehow the VTS was studied, analyzed, and compared two CATSDM.

This .data item was prepared from several major dataources-- The first obviously was :the preliminary work doneprevi us data. items 'and their extension into theription of. programs, data bases, and so on required -forCATSDM.

Inform tion on the Versatile Training SYsteffi (VTS) wasfrom two major sources. The first was a set o-f.--.thebes-existing writtdn documentation materials available onthe VTS'.

Specifically these are:

. VTS & CATSDM - Outline of CATSDM VTS Overview CATSDM--.
Explanations

~VTS - Vol. I FRAMP User's Manual Noy. 1 e.

VTS - Vol.-II FRAMP qser's Manua No. 2

VTS-- Vol..III' - FRS Aircrew Personnel User's Manual
VTS Vol. IV - FRS Aircrew Personpel User's Man-ual

VTS - Vol. V . - Subsystem Specs for, Aircrew and
Enlisted Men

ft

VTS FutictiOnal Desc'iptioi for
N-aval Aviation 'Activities

The general approach taken tg utilize, this documentation was
_ to overview all tchewritten.materials to orient thecontractor staff-to systems capabilities. and the ,doc*umentation formats and layouts used. Then, utilizing thedescription of programs and qindard.capabilitie implied by.,CATSDM, the docUmentation was sPr drched.specifically for- VTS
-implications to each section

_

.of the CATSDM model on a
program-by program and cals.-ability by capability.basis.

. .

Finall.y,' in those areas where the written documentation
, was inadequate (the documentation for VTS is not yet-
i ,complete) follow -up' ghond calls and additional visits weremade, NWC China Lake,-.4here questions- were clarified as

il\%\C..

+Iv :110

"qg

3
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much as possible., In thos.e,cases-i4here ailformation was
unavailable or incomplete, assumptions were made-in the
anaysis of VTS/CATSDM match ups and were clearly identif:_d
as assumption's in' this report.

The CATSDM functional specifications themselves were the
joint product .of a group of .contractor personnel with
extensive experience in large scale ISD (including,NAVAIR,
ArmY0.'Marines, and Air Force projects); in. writing'
speCifibations for compute based training and training

'support systems,' and in t'.7- operational development and -use
-of such systems.. In some- the degree of detail
provided in' the .arrd definition of the CATSDM.
programs.and their. relationship to each _oher (See Section
II) may suggOst that this documentthight serve as More than
a functional specification. That ,s. not the. Ceaser'
Systems-subsystem specification, database specA.fications,
and program specifications all reqUire 'mare detail than is
given or intended here. They depend extensively uppn-the
hardwai-e/software envii"oilment-selected for implementation.-

The level of detail provided in this repor- IS intended
to be helpful and_ suggestive and not limiting
constraining. -*The relationships applied s.,.ggest functional,
not structual de'finitions.

4
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SECTf'ON II

DESCRIPTION.OF PROGPAMS

OVERVIEW'OF THE SYSTEM OF PROGRAMS

A

In as much as the ISD process is an attempt at asystematic solution to complex training problems,kCATSDM isdesigned- to provide systematic structuring,of the activitiesof persons, resources, and da-ta involved in all phases ofthe process. ,Furthermore, CATSDM provides a system ofcomputer programs which assists in the creation,
manipulation, .and updating of data blases,critIcal to ISDprooess. This section presents _an, overview of thoseprograms, tPkeir interrelationships, and their associateddata bases. should be made clear here that these"programs" are really complex sub-systems in their ownright.

Support Is ,provided by CATSDM to both main line ISDactivities clearly rapresented in tha five ISD- phases
des.gn, development, imp- lementation, and'evaluation), and related peripheral-actAvities (tnainerrequirements/procurement, tactics package development; and- contr'acting concerns)'. The pr9grami available-throughCATSDM are best understood when related to these groups ofactivities. Inorder to-view program interrelationshipsmore -.st,l!; we suggest following the .flow -diagram in Figure

1 as each Of the programs is discussed.

'Analysis Phase Programs- and Data Bases

TheProblem-,AnAits Program (PAP).- assigns 'in .the "first.step of the analysis,phase by helping to,specify andinterpret the kinds of, data collected,_ and helping todetermine the need for\developing or revising an_
instructional program. In so doing, a problem analysis database accessed by subsequent-atlalysiS phase programs is %creatad--. This data base also contributes tothe-Master PlanProgram (MR ) and .the Procurement Package.-,Pr'ogram (PEP),-eoth of Whir are described.later-in this overview.

The Task /sting- Program (TLP) assists in the creationof a complete' set of .tasks performed in the job\or jobs
. being analyzed. In addition, the tasks ,are structured and tonumbered so superordinate/subordinate relationships are,clearly'shown and can be easily'manipulated (inserted,deleted, revised) without cumbersome manual' renumbering

retyping, etc.
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n ..-_
,garallel_to-taSk list development a.detecr,mhation

-stYaeht iS eade using th Student..EntY-Llevel.,
Program,(SELP).-_ This est;ablishes..a student ekty rlevel'data
-b_ese anal Means-f cor'interpreting that data.

Student, entry leve-1. data dnd'taSk listing: data 4ases arse
.utilizedr-15Y'-tHe Task Validation -and 'Selectipn;Program.
(TYSP),-to-assist,irl v.erifYibg the task .list for
.completeness atrea accuracy'and in selecting -tasks for which
training. :is requir=ed. As a result, the task list data-base

ais.updated as necessary tasks reqUiring, tra=ining are
- e

earmarkdd-.,
. .

7The'-c)bStiveS Hierarchy- Program (OHP) -then assists
instr'uctional'. develoers in'estabIishing a-hierarchy of
eargng objectives baSed on the task list..-The resulting

-objectives hier*Orchy data base shows relationships among.
objectives' ande-verually suggests the order in .which they
shoUldloe 2..earned. This. -data base also provides the
foundation` for activities in. the ISD design phase.

As objective' hierarchies are created, one additional
data bdse in the analysis phase is 'established through the
Existing Materials Evaluation-Program (EMEP):- This helps
specify: which of already available instructional materials
are suitable for teaching any objectives identified in-the
objectives hierarchy. These-materfiaas'are numbered, n an
-existingimateri-als data base and cross - referenced to the
objectives hierarchy. data

.

Design Phase.:-Programs,and Data-Bases:-.

For teaching each objective identified in the. OHP
Media Selection Program-KMSP) pr-ovides an interactive
process_ for determining .a set of.acceptable media
alternatives. These include any trainer hardware identified
in the Procurement of Trainers Program (PTP) , as specified
in the Trainer Requirements =Program (TRP). These two
programs are'overviewed in 'the section on programs
peripheral to mainstream'ISD

It is thefipCissible to utilize the Syllabus Development
Program CSDP) to-:structure the" syllabus:: development process,
transfer appt-opriate'information from the objectives,
hierarchy data base, and number and reference syllabus
elements. The result -is three data bases: .lesson-level
,syllabus information, segment-level syllabus information,
--and .a lesson interrelationship matrix.

the

The Training Support Requirements Program (TSRP) assists
the instructional developers in specifyi"ng and manipulating
resource requirements- data. The output of the program. is an

10
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analysis providing for lternativejriedia mixes and needed-
-alterations..to basic rel6urce requirement tables, which are

. retained for_future use ;in the TSRP;data baise.

A

this point,-the-helgoP*theJLesson.SpecifiOtion
Piragrat.(LSP) can be' enlisted im.the-development of
individual design guides 14111.0- are uSed-laterto create-each°
actual. lesson, Reference is-made tO necessary technical
manuals, other related documentation, and tactics package
information._ .Structurina-and tracking of the process is
also established., ,

The Imlilementation Plan Program (IPP) facilitates
anothermportant part of the design phaSe; This program.
assists-in coordinating resources (both personnel and
material) and .in' developing a complete description of how,,'
the instructional prograd, is to be administei-ed. All
information is retained in an implementation plan data base ,

and is u-pdated_as,the-program implementation date gets (t;

closer.

Finally, the Quality- Control Pi-ogram (QCP) aids
developers-in eitablishing a 'complete tracking and
evaluation procedure for all aspects of the developmental
process. It helps specify the kinds of data to be collected

..and analyzed. It also helps pinpoint the persons needing
the data and the time they needA.t. The PCP creates its own
'data base as the process is carried out. f

-Development Phase Programs and Data Bases

-With the assistance. of the Lesson Authoring Program
(LAP),'.previously created le'sson specifications are,
developed-into complete lessons.' The LAP provides help in
forMatting textual components of allleSsons and allows for
direc,,transfer of specifications to the lessons in the
Lesson specifications --.and text data base.

c 14 Authored lessons can, then be produced in ready-for-
paste-up copy (or direOtly_^transmitted to a phototypesetter)
with the aid of-the Less.= ProdUction Program (LPP).. In
cases 'Qhere godiovisual media are involed, this program
assists in producing working-Nopies.of scnipts for
produc_tionepersonnel. In addition it can be used to track
-progress and staffing. All'lessons 411 be stored in the
LP-P data basefor easy on-line revision as needed.

Once,produced in a usable form, the lessons are given
typical sample Studenti-to test 'r instructiOnal
effectivenel'ss. Student performance, attitudinal data,, and
reviewer comments 'are collected, cataloged, and analyzed
through use of'. the LeSson Tryout Program (LTP) . The-LT/P

14.
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pssiests in the formulation of revision specification
based' on the dataicoflected. .All of this inforMation
become%!-part of the lesson validation data basei

-ImPlementation Phae Prptrams and Data Bases /

an the.implementatiod phase a CaTpbter-Managed
Instruction Pr'ograth'-(qMIP) can be used to administer student

/'tests on-line, to diagnose student deficiencies .from test
results, and to-prescribe student instructional activities,
.:This program can also take charge of maintaining student
records (i.e., a student's progress he course can be-
assessed at any time) . In `additions assets (personriel, -
materials, students) are scheduled in suah(a way as to
assure that instruction is administered in,;"an- efficient.and
effective manner..

A Computer-Assisted Instruction Program CCAIP) carecarry,
the impleme'ntatian a step further by actually admini-stering
instruction on-line under computer controlled interactions.

....Programs Peripheraf to Mainstream ISD Activities

Three programs are geare'd-to deal with instructional
situations requiring complex trainer /simulator equipment.
They are the:

1. Historical Trainer Data Program (HTDP), whi.Ch
colleCts and retains pertinent characteristics and'

,,requirements ditajof previously used trainers and
allows for compafTSon with.curren't needs.

. Trainer Requirements Program (TRP), which assists in
establishing requirements for trainers, albng with
utilization estimates

3. ProCurement of Trainers Program (PTP) , which
provides-- for contracting g-arrangeMents for new
trainer equipment Or repair or maintenanee of
existing trainers. -

-%
Eachcreate.s its own, data base., All three input-to the

Media Selection Program UISP) in.the design phase.
-

A'Tactics Package Program (TPP) provides for the
structure and organization of the tactics package. Tactical
doctrine .is referenced- in the objectives hierarchy
development activity by the OHDB:- The tactics 1papkage-is
retained as a -data.base.

.12
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e:Concurrently with the early' analysis phase activity, theMaster Plan Program-(MPP)-assists in organizing they
° longrange project schedule. A time line, project
assignmeats list, and\ORT chart are created.. 'Al]. are part
of the -MFT data base and'are-to-be reviewed and updated asneeded., -

-Information in the MPP data 'base is input to the
Procurement Package Proeram'CPPPY. This program asttsts kn

\determining-the,need eotAN, and- cdntractirig the service of,
/

(joutside'agenciei-for particular portions of.5he ISD 'pr'ocess.
A PPP data base is established and maintain:kJ.-- -

t

A Navy Training Plan Program (NTPP) assistsAn setting
up required NTPP form_ ats and information to-be includes.
The created NTPP data base will"be, -accessible for-on!line
review and update.

A Progress Monitoring Pragrae(PMP) is designed 'to track
resource expenditures on-a task-by'-task basis throughout theentire ISD prOcess. Time and .capital 'used on each task, are
the key resources to be monitoied and will be4ntered into a
project management data base.'

-..

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM CAPABILITIES

In this section of the report, a more detailed
description of each pro'posed program will-be presented.
Each description will be accompanied by a table-listing the
types of information to be entered-into each data base, and
specifying the mode" of its entry. 1)arge portion.of the
capabilities available in 'one programjwill also be available._
in other programs. 3herefore, instead, of describing each
capability.again and again as apart of-e'ach program, a
single set of these descrfiptions will be presented:

Definitions of Standard Capabilities
.

Th-e-45i-pose of this section, t's.to describe the
capabil-ties available in a number of the proposed programs.
By describing the capabilities in detail here,. it will be
pessible tb merely reference them in the descriptions of

-7,-- each, of the programs. In some cases,.desoriOtion of- a
capability presented in this-section Will be in' general,
terms. The exact definition of the capability' in relation
to a particular program viill-be explained in detail in the
description of that program. °+

Interactive Protocols (Menus, Prompts, Cues). The system
should be designed... for, ease of use bi; the most

.

unsophisticated user. Therefore, the-system should rely,
.1.
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whereverypossible, on routine interactiveprotpedls which
cue or-;prompt the user in his or her interaction.' For . .

example, user interaction with the syitem should te prompted
by easily understood cues, such as "Type the condLtions for.,'
Objective 1:3.4.6" _ .,!) '. .

.

N...z. , -
c....

.
.

. Thd system should allow users tiQ select systeM options.
froT an on-line menu whenever possible, as opposed to,,"~'-
expec.ting the user to type the' desired Option from memory.
For ,%12

.

stance,_the system might-display a 'menu_such as:

"Do you wish to

11, write a message to another user?
write a message to all users?
read your messages?.

-67'
se type the appropriate number.,"

This reduces the typing the user(mrust- do, makes the user
more aware of system options, and reduces the user's viemorY1
load (i.e., users do not need to be able to type well or
remember complex code -words or syntax for using the wide, ;

variety of system programs .available).

Advice. -When the system is designed, it ,should be ke
-mind tht-the users may be relatively unsoilhisticated
in the .uSe of computers_ apd_ip the process and products
involved in the ISD approaCS:.--

In order-to furtl-ier reduce the memory Load.the
training needed by users,: the' system should' peOvide an
on-line "advice" capability. "Advice" should be available
on two levels. On one level thmsystem should provide basic
information on, how to manipulate the system. The--
information given should be as specific as possible to the

program being used. For instance,-if-the user. is
Using the review/comment'function, the "advice" function
(when requested by the user) should inform thp.user how to
"astersigk"- errors, how to record-comments, ho0 to move on
.when.-,a, comment is completed, host to .exit from the program,

Oh. .he other' level the system should explain terms,
proyideinforretion as to possible sources of

data:needed as basic input, and give' basic'trAl-ning as to
what the specific program being used does. Flpr example,-if
a us6r is given the cue !'type the conditions for Objective,
1.3:4,6," the user should, upon seeking advice, be given a
clear and sTieciTic explanation of "conditions" and any,
related information as to .standard .format to be used'. If
other information relating to "conditions" is contained in
some off line document, the "advice" capability would
referenCdthit source materia/. (The "Library" capability-
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could -further assist the user in locating the document.) /-
This level of advice cah'be used in the basic training of:
instructional developers,(perh4s-reducing. trainiag
time) and prbvides some quality. control on tf* data input.

o.-

- t

,The "advice" available, should be -provided upOn request
by a simple: command (-such 'as a key labeled "advice" or.
"help" br "info"): In experiencedusers-can
bypass repeated reading of lengthy cues,.prompts, etc., and
improve., the 'efficiency of 'their work. Specific portions?of--
advice should appear unsolicited when a user makes a
detectable error in input,- as part of the error

. reduction/detection program.

Library. / The library capability,of the system should-.
provide a catalog bf pertinent 'off-line source materials;
and assist: the user in Tp.cating the necessary materials or
personnel. This function will be espec'ially useful in those'
cases where' 'historical dbta comprises a significant part of
the data base.

The library shobld catalog materiallsalpich relate-to e
ISD process; copies of previously accep reports, of
student lessons, etc.; historical data on,projects similar
-tothe one dhdertakehl etc. It' could alib.catalog personnel:
who qualify as experts in some specific-

Iri,prder to.fdcilitate finding the appropriate source
materialithe library should Catalog all sources_ in several
ways--by topic (such as "media selection" or "quality
control'plan"), by title, author, and/or project. When
possible; a synopsis- of the material should be available
'On-line. Materials should be crossreferenced, and all
enti-ies should guide users to related topics, documents and
sources. The library should also` include all necessary
information to "lay your 'hands oh" tHe desired source
material or to,contact the appropriate personnel:,-

Error Detection/Reduction Routines. ThUe system will,
whenever possible, provide checks on the data input. In
this -way there will be a-certain quality control of all data,
bases., ,Most commonly the system will 'check for-range(and °

domain type'.,0:-trors. For example, if the only possible-legal
response to a certain question i's .a number, the user might
find that the only operable keys on the terminal keyboard'
are the number keys. All other keys would be locked out.
In this way the,answer will be.at least within the
appropriat'e domain. If a tolerance can be specified for
acceptable inputs',.this,too can be checked. For instance,
if_ all inputs should be two-digits, no three-digit responses
will be accepted: In cases where'it is not-Teasible to lock
but parts of the keybobr-d.or limit the input field, the
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'system , will pr spride messages' cues to prompt
1-. .

immediate correction of whenever an analysis of user .,.---

inppt.C.an detect and classify an error, .

.

% .

.
::, ; .

, '

,- In. those data bases where specific syntai and foriat are
cr4;tical elements, the system should make ru4onable. checks
on these factOrs.. For instance q,. date mutt be written as
December 1, .1977 and is' input as Dec..1-, 1977,thk-Sytem .

should note this error and either automaticalIy.c6hvert
-"Dec." :to "DedemberP or alert the: user to make-the ndessary'
-change.' The systeil should automatically check that-no
-n-an-month word was used and that no illegal day number 0 -..

(i.e., December /l 1977) was input.
-

Automatic Input of Data From Previous Inputs. The various
programs.within the system will be Crbss-refer'enced.and
linked` in such'a may.that'any specific piece of d-ata need
only be input one time.. If that Same piece of data is-a
necessary and predictable pi?,t of the.data.:base of-.another
prograM, the system will automatically retrieve-etrieverthat data
piede and use it as `'.part of the new data l'ase.-1 For
instance, the'. objective of any given piece,ofinstruction
will be an important .piece- data in several lir.Ograms..
Once the objeCtive. has -been input into one-prograM,'the:
,system will automatically retrieve the necessary objectives,
:use ':them as part. of the new data bate,:and'display them as
needed in-any.and. all reports:

Where such an automatic and predictable cross ;reference
is not possible, the system should offer a range of suppOrt.
fpnctions (copy, edit, move,etc.) to helg.. eliminate
redundancy of manual effort once needed data exists
-sodewhere (anywhere) in the system.

Structured Input. .,jThe--,system will deekine the data to be
input,-atsist the users/ collecting -and organizing the
data, and willstructure the data bases into easily used
tables, charts;',:lists, and repor,tt.--

gsl,"
The user will.be assisted-leat.colle'etilng2-and 'Organizing-

the necessary data in one of two ways.

1. If*-ert,the data to be collected is consistent across
nearly .all content, form-driven programs can be written.
Printed-paper'forms can be prollided for ease in co lecting'
thse necepary-data. Clearly spelled out "pr ce4ure-t ill= be
given as- to 'how to correctly fill out the paper form when
collecting data- in the .field. When the paper forth is
correctly and .completely filled out, all ecessarY data wt,11
be available for input. Input into t e will require
meraly-replicating the information o .t-he paper forms. In
somelpases norms can be machine readable. The' paper forms

.16
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'should be , easy. to ,use And '211:;,X'n>struction.s.'Sticuld
be, clearlyspecified (efther on' the'fq,rm or im .2n .accompanying. job aid)as to information to be .collected and the-.-correct syntax tdbe used. Syntax and foriat ot-thre :.screen disp .ay and thedefiniti_on of acaeptab-le into the 'sys;tem should be assimilar as possible to- the format and synt-2)-c used by thepaper forms.

. .
. J

YO, 2. :Where the ;type of data to be collected 'variesconsiderably- across dif-ferent. content ninteractive, _-branching programs will be ,written. : In theSe cases, *fitputof a specifiC of data will cue the system to reqpestinput of the apprO.piA.-ate :next piece of data.. For -instance,if a user specifies, ifiit an, objective has been. deve-Zoped inorlcb,odk format the system might requesti det'a such as thenumber of Pages. -.0rit-the other hand., for another objective.! taught by .slide/tape,. the -system- might request:len=gth ofpresentation time: in minutes and numb of slides prioduced..-.''On-de again, clear...cut guidelines as tá the procedures to -bused in collecting the necessary data. end/or criteria; for,making. decisions will be proml.ded.

.Input 'fr-om either forp-driVen bases or interactive,branching programs will be structured by the system into.various usable -data bases which will be available to theuser in the form of tables, charts,- lists, and-, reports
,viewable on-line 'or hardcdpy printouts.

Automatic' Numbering and Referencing. The system whenappropria-te , define the numbering and referencing system to-be Used. For exam_ ple, objectives hierarchies would. use the*:',standard military system where- Objective 1..1 is subordinateto Objective 1, and Objective -1.1.1 is then subordinate to1.1, etc-. All syllabi would use the standard unit numbee;lesson number, segment number. By defining the numberingand referencing systems to be used and requesting ,certain--..data in a predefined sequence, marry inconsistencies andinaccuracies in references .can IDe #voided. For example,. thesystem would . prohibit input of twoCkbjectives with the_ samereference number,. It could be programmed to check andproMpt users that segmentsflisted in objectives hierarckiesas prerequisite to other istr,uction should be taught in anappropriate sequence, not in an order contrary tothat indicated by the' objectives hierarchy)

I large data base's, the renumbering of the, entriescaused jy deletions and insertions can be very burdensome.Such changes should be provided automatically by the.. system.". For example, if the syllabus for a- given lesson indicates ina given lesson that there are fourt.:.segments and it isdecided to insert a ne'w segmentt; (-4) between Segments 1 and

/ 4
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-2, Cl, -11-7t.T73-,-- 4,) leaving, the remaining sequence the ."d'.'-"%dr _Segisehts sho d be autookatizally renumbered-.
-ti nol4N segmeA 2 b mes 3, 3 becomes 14 etc

-

.

t_

Tne.gystam should alsogrovide" appropriate lirge---and
cross-referenbing of data. For instance', :a given objective
may appear As iiprerequisite: or emabling,objebtive in more
han one hierarchy and, therefore, have more than one

hierarChy number. The same objective e would be given
_different number's in the final syllabus. The system must-
cross-r.refer ice amd "flu -k idenfical data found in different
data bases. In addltion, the specification of ,identifiable
subsets of data elemehts throughgeneral identifiers (i.e.,.
1.1...11,6). should be mssi_ble. This example given might mean
to .select every four' field entry beginning with 1.1., eith
any legal entry in the t ehird field, and .6-

_ 4
Hierarchy of, Users -. - The system_ will alloy'a hier=archy of
users to be specified [i.e:;:certa,in:userd -C-an .beTprohibited
from using certain system capabilities specified users can
be limited to-' 'the- use of certain capabilities' or*-to certain
programs; and input can' be tagged as to the,user (or
authority of User) making the input] . For instariee, the
review/Comment capability might be restricted only to -those
authorized to review the report being dealt with. 'The
on -line update capability would be further restricted td the
use of those authorized to approve changes and kn'owledgeable
_in. the appropriate ifrocedures for making changes.

On-line Review/C-omment. ;This capability _will allow
authorized. users to review -on-lide at a termiss1). the
data input or reports generated by the related program.
Authorizecr.users through the -terminal keyboard could then
"asterisk" or indicate in some standardized away areas7where
they deem that changes are necessary or' qroblems.aris.e.
mechanism will be provided whereby the _user can then
"comment ". on each "asterisk" (i .e. explain specifically the
problem identified, propose solutions, etc).

The . "comments" could be left 'anonymous 'or require a
signature. The signature could also' be left to the -user's
discretion. Comments could be ranked acc,ording to the user
making them the comments of the perton charged with
the' responsibility for review of that prdgram could b -e.
tagged in: some way -so as to quickly. distinguish these
'comments from those of other users).

Comments could also be categorized according to zhe type
of error or problem identified.*Forekamplej after
inputting an ateriSk, the user,might:be asked to cladsi!fy
the error as .

,
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_1. typog-raphical Or spelling error.
warding change.

.-, content Change.
other..

7N:

In this i4a5r, spelling errors -could be_ quickly identified:
and chained without further .ado, while suggested content
changes7coild.be resery -ed untilany_necessary approval. for
such ehanges had been received. A mechanism would be -

provided .whereby thdse who were so authorized Could, review,.and comment, and indicate approval or disapprov-al of ,

suggested changes made by others.

The-revnw/comment capability would not allowusers to
-permanently change any data input/or any information

t

included- im a program report- At this time all comments
would be considered suggestions, althoUgh some comments,:

/1,- could be routinely accepted for charrge either because theerror was routine (a Spelling error requiring no approval),
he user making the comment'had the authority to authorize-

the change, or the comment had been approved by another user
with authority to authorize changes.

On-Line Update. This capability would allow authorized'
users to make permanent changes in data previously input .tothe system. All text'e iting/mord processing capabilities
would be available in ma updates and corrections. Where
a single piece of data-(suc s an objective) .appears as
part of several data bases, a change in thes input to one
data base should aut9matically.change that piece of data in
:all other data bases4- unless those data bases contain
modifications of the basic data. In this case the
modifications .are:calIed to the user's attention for'
decisi,onS and actions.- For instance, if the wording of an
objectiveis to be es-lightly changed in one data base the
systeR-skiould autoeatically:and consistently-make the.same
change in other data bases in "which the objective appears..
All obje;tives needing.a similar- change should be readily
located .tind reviewed by key word searches. Where a change
in a StOtIe piece of data implies a consistent and specific
change'-ttbkiughout. a data base, the system should
automatically make the change..

the system could also keep certain records usef.14. in
quarity,cOntral and. accountability Procedures. -For
instanceit could\keep track of the dates on which a data
change .wa-s made, who made. it, recommended it, authorized it,
etc.

.
ffwhat ff:4?" ,An extremely important and useful feature of
the System described sti-6-uld be the ability to protect actual
data:bases and store multiple .copies thereof as temporary

/P.
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tiles.whichn then be manipulated, and;,changed at will.
,

fbnotioff allows the u's'er to play--n-what-if" games. .

These "management models" are extremely important in-making
kaccurats. proj-ections or complex, decisions on eime, budget,
personnel, and Other manageMent and instructional _concerns..
For example, the actUal course being developed-. might hvev40
videotape objeetiyeth specified. if it'is found that the
-project is running overbudget, one alternative to change
might" be some of-the videotapes to the second ranked. media

- choide, slide/tapes. Using-a temporary file, a "what if"
data base could"be established showing: all videotapeS as.
slide/tapes, The computer could then project (using data
input regarding personnel needs,,cost, time requdreMents,
etc., for developing slide/tapes) what financial savings
-could be affected by changing these objedtives to
slide/tapes, what personnel Changes would be needed, when

,-0-oduction could be completed,. etc.- The online "what if"
capability allows faster and more objecti;re evaluation of
alternative debisi-ons than a manual evaluatiOn.

-CommunicatIons. Facility. The system should have functions
permitting the users _to communicate Ifith.each other.
FUnctions 'should be designed -in sueS.--a way that one.user can,
communicate 'wdth any other specified user, a subset of users
(such. as all Instructional Developers), or'with al users.-
The -system-should alibw storage .of messages'in such a way as
to prompt users not:currently-on-line to check th-eir
messages whenever they log-on and reply or respond in
whatever way is appropriate- This-function should help in
efficient production and save cOnsiderable time. For"
instance, .an authorized user who has completed a review of

_certain material could notify the appropriate personnel of
the material reviewed and in this -way the material .can enter:,
'the next phase.of productton asquickly as possible.

Structured Report Forma. When the format, headingsand/or'
wording to be used in a' formal"report can be.specified,'the-
system will display the format to be used on the .screen-and
leave-blanks for, specific piecesiof data to be. ,,in,put. -The
user. will only be required io- supply the specific missing
.data. .

.,'

This function could be written.for two level's of users:
_

1- OnsophistiCated or inexperienced users.-
r

.

In this version of title structured-regort format, the
system could number each- "biank" left in the report and
users_could,indicate by number which blanks they were ready

. -

to fill in. .The user would ;.then recei-ve a number of cues .as
-.. .

.
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to the .§peCIficl=:informatiOn.belonging
in the:blank and as tothe correct format to use. For instance,-blank;Number 1might lead the user-.to a cue such as . -

"On what day'is the report to be
submitted?' Supply the date in this
form: DeCember 1, 1977"

.It implied -., therefore, that the program: will T
.automatically check,for this format, no non-month word wouldbe accepted, and no illegal day number ti-e--,December 45, -1977)_ would be allowed. Where whole -Sections of the reportare to be supplied,', the instructions would necessarily bemore general, -:.but would provide as much guidance" as.possible. -For instance, the instructions to,the user mightbe: -

"This section should explain ingeneral
the rationale for the project plan being
proposed. Usually the section is four -to-
five paragraphs' long and deals with- the
persbnnel needs of the training program,
the availability of the personnel needed, ;-

proposed cost, and projected
improvements:"

When a user. has specified any needed information,-the. system would insert the new data intosthe appropriate-position in the report (and-incidentally, any other databases where it might be 'needed) .

.-Sophisticated" or experienced users.
. .

This versionof the structured- report 'format wouldallow the user to bypass cues, about needed content and
format 'aild to supply only th.needed pieces of informatiqn.
The user could type= the needed information into the report.itself. The user.would need .to. be provided.withsimple.'
mechanisms for requesting additional ipace, for:.moving bac-k-
nd forth 'through the report, and for- other editing

a tivities.

Any user should be able to move easily.from'one
usage-level to another; as he or she might be experienced'at
writing one part of a report and inexperienced-at writinganother. In either version, users should be able to see atany point how the data input appears in,the-structuredreport fcgrmat and revise as necessary. ,

Reading Grade Level Computation. Where sections of reportsor actual instructional materials'at'e to be kept on-line, afunction should be provided to assess the reading level of

21
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any desighated text passage. Several good algorithms exist
for this;: function, and one should be adapted rather than'
reinvented.

This function should be ,,able to analyze any identifiable -
.-text field 'on the' system and return an estimated reading-.
level. in real time. "Advice" or "help".- for 'this funCtion,
idadditiOn to specifying how to use it, would briefly:.
describeThow it_ works and"- would offer, -a few helpfdlhints,ih
reducing the reading difficulty of a text passage.

Text Editing/ciirTiculura :-File Maintemande Support. This-
capability would anat.; users to, easily and efficiently
Correct, and _change- data presently or"previously input into
the system..-_Itshould be-desi-gnedffor simplicity of use and
Should require minimal training .for 'effective use.

Sbme of the capabilitie-S of this function. .include:

I. Request for margins to-be automatically right and/or
left jUstffied..

2%. Ability to scroll forward or backward throu'g'h a
structured report. ,

Automaticpage numbering of.structured_repcirts.

Automatic liffe count for page breaking of strdctured
reports.

Simple-_ commanqs fOr'inserting additibnal text,
-deleting text, eliminating unnecessary. blanks
(Close-up), .rearranging blocks of brev'iously typed
-text,-:%and automatic"_ reformatting of subsequent text.

,. 4

6. Specification, storage, and easy retrieval of often
used ;Jords, pilrases:and paragraphs to -prevent. the
need for typingthe same text repeatedlyin-,
different context (opy/duplicate)..

4.

7. _Specification' of and automatic changes in tabs,
-indentation, and margin adjustments.'

Automatic 'centering (both horizontal and,verti7X/T-'
and left and right justification.

Ailitomatib decimal alignment.

10.Automatic-search and /or replace for strings or
automatic -stopping at formatted input points.

, 22
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11 Easy commands for,indicating color codes,-changes in
font.(script, boldface,-superscript, subscript), or
other text attributes.

-

12. Xutomatic underlining, uppercase.

Hard-'-Copy Printout. This capability will:allow-he user to
request a-formatted paper Copy-of a specificpdata o-r

report generated by the CATSDM-system. Such paper copies
are often useful for review purposes and provide valuable,
historical reeordS.

Hardoqpy printouts could be of three. basic types':

1. A hardcopy printout of a sin5le screen display:-
7.0

Any display or part of a display appearing on the
computer display screen could be 'printe'd. ., The use would not
need to spend time taking copious "notes" on information
displayed.-

2. A listing from a data base.

Once all related data bases had been dnput, the, user
could get a structured, easily understobd printout of a
specific data base. For instance, once all pertinent
information related to media selection -had been' input, a
user could request a listing of all objectiyes using
vddetotape. A. series of menus could allow the user to
specify the specific subset- listing,\reqUired-.

3. A printed7 structured'repOrt formWreport:'

report- format:can be specified,-the'system
a-Anl)rovide .a.printed version.of the' format., supplying all
st.4rida?aized wording, 'divisions, etc., leaving blank areas

'for any- specific- information to 'be supplied. OncE?any.
'pertinent data to be included in the report is suppliecrto
-the system, a printed version of the" report, including the,
new data, can ,13.6 requested.

1

Progress\Trackfng. The prbgr4s tracking function of the,.
-:°system is an on-line management tool. 'It allows users to
break major) tasks.(suah as-developng a final Navy Training
Plan) into subtasks, to assign each s.ubtask to different
personnel, establish due dates, and track. progress (noting
such thingslas who has- reviewed the data input., who has. _

revised it,. when these tasks were performed, etc..) . 'This
-capability will facilitate lower-level Management functions
where it is less likely that professional or experienced
managers will be available.
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dard Data Base Management Functions. The CATBDM'sy'Stem
u d needs to. have a data-bas.p management .'systems which will.
'iclude such. attributes as keyword searches, indexed access,
nonredundancY of. data, data security at various- levels, data
.-base creation, data base:updating,-inquiry, and report
generation. It will proVide.for field validation on entry,
update and error recovery; and sorting of the data base:
Standard CODASYL specification's and standards for Data :Base
nnagement should be followed- to the.,maximum extent
ISssible, in order to increase the level of standardization
between systems.

Description of Functions of Each Program

This section of the report will describe in some detail
the pt-4i-pose And.fue-tion of each program in the CATSDM
system.. Each description will be supported by .a table
listing the exact tYpes of information to be collected as
-part of the program, how it be manipulated, and in what
data base it will be stored: For organizational. purposes
these tables. are linked-in this document directlyrtIoX

nextappropriate data description, and so appear in
section with the datq, bases-.

Analysis Phase Programs

Problem Analysis Program (PAP). The Problem Analysis
Program will assist the user in-the collection and,
structuring of the information necessary to determine the
programgoals,9 constraints, resources, and.problems which
will shape the ..ISD process. The program will prompt t-the
user to gather all the categories of'inforinationneeded
(such as mission characeristics, weapon's system ,design
characteristics, existing training facilities and equipment;
existing schedules, funding ,levels, and relquired _end product

, characteristics). The system will also provide advice as to
poksible sources of such data.

The program will allow on-line storage of,the-data and
will organi-ze and structure it so that it can be most easily.
retrieved 'and analyzed 'by the user.

The program will need constant updating and should,
-therefore have on-line review/comment and .edit /update
capabilities.

The .final'outputof .the program is a Problem Analysis
Report. The system should _support tKis effort by its-
structured report format and text editing/w6rd Processing
capabilities. Previously developed Problem Analysis Reports
should be available _either on- or off-line as :references and
be easily located Using Advice and Library system
capabilities:

24 27
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Task Listing Program (TLP) . The Task Listing Program will
assist the instructional d.qveloper in,the.analysis of agiven job and in thedevelopment of an orderly 14st of the
major tasks to be performed 6y an individual warlking in- that
job. The TLP will help organize the analysis procedure by
on-line cueing. and prompting and by ordering the in,put of
the data bgse. The user would first be requestedto specify
.all responsibility areas (or systems). in the job. The TLP
would then have the user select one responsibility-area and-
mentally walk. through it, listing 'each mission (or
subsystem) related to that area The program would guide
the user through the -entire analysis' proced6re'until all
taskO performed under both'nprmal and extraordinary
conditions were identified. If at any point the user were
unsure of the input ex- pected, the TLP should grovide,an
explanation of the ta-Sk listing development process and
definitions of.terms, etc., upon requeSt.

The program would automatically provide the standard
numbering and~ referencing system familiar to the military et
community where Mission 1.1 -t-s subordinate toReponsibility
-Area 1; where Phase 1.1.1,is part of Mission 1.1, and so
forth.

After all tasks are identified, the TLP will request-the
user' to specify conditions -and standards for each task. in a
standardized normat.

The _MP will-have full use of on-line review/comment and
update capabilities. These will be especially useful dtiring
the validation,phase of the task' listing develoraent
process. The TLP will, therefore, need a full range of
editing capabilities. One of the most-important of these
capabilities would be the system's automatic restructuring
and renumbering of the tasks listed as tasks are deleted or
added to the original listing. The program will require an .

automaic cross-referencing system based on-keyword searches
to permit easy identification of identical or related tasks
falling under different responsibility areas.. .

'Much of the data base 'input as part of this program will
need to be tagged and automatically supplied as part of
subsequent data bases for such programs as the Objectives
Hierarchy Program (OHP).

Student Entry- Level Program (SELP).1 The Student Entry-Level
_Program will. assist instruction-ai oiNvelopers in -determining
and describing the char'acteristics of .students coming into
the course(s). It will indicate what data types de.ed be-
obtained and how to find them. It Will also provide for
structured input and data reporting.

.25
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Interactive' protocols' will be employed to help the user
and to de,termine what student,., entry characteristics should
be described. These may previous related 'training :

;(including terminal ,objectives mastered), aptitude
indicators (such as GCT scores), related job experience that
is required and/or can be substituted for training, and
other useful data (such as age or pay grade). Much of this
information will be available in the Problem Analysis
Program (PAP) data' base, which will be accessed' through this
program,. In addition,'the user, will be.diven suggestions as
to where to obtain the-necessary data, and a'checklist for
tracking his or her efforts. - .

Structured input capability will ensure that any entry
level.data-is entered correctly and numbered automatically,.
Terminal objectiVes"from previous training will be "numbered
so that tk.e.y can- he cross-referenced as prerequisites to
objectives in' the course under development at the
appropriate point in the development process. Entry level
data will also be entered so developers can see.the range'Of
characteristics of the target-addience, as well as what the
typical or average student looks like. For example, it :

co)

might be found t at the average student has a score of 76 on
a given aptitude 'test for which the studeht population

jScores' ranger*M-59 to-92. Other parameters should be
available as

...
needed (e.g., mean, standard deviation, etc.).

Structure d report fOrmats will be available*for creating
hard copy printO.uts of entry level data (student entry level /
report) in a form-that can be ,:tilfzed in the development ,,i.

effort, The User. will also shave access to previously
generated reports to review as examples.

Task Validation and Selection Program (TVSP). The Task
Validation and Selection Program will assist the
instructionaldevelopers in determining the validity of the
tasks included in a task listing and in sorting those tasks
into the following training categories:

1. No formal training.
2. ,Review triaining only.
3. Familiarization training only.
4. -Formal training at FRS:;:
5. Training at operational,squadron.

Once the instructional development team has detenmin-ed
the task-selection algorithm-and the exact .questions to-be
asked during. the task validation survey, the TVSP
assist in formatting and printing-out the necessary survey
forms by using the program's text manipulation and hard copy

\fprintout.capabilities. The instructional deVelopmint'tezm
. / will determine the appropriate gi.oups to be surveyed; and
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the program will either (a). administer the survey on -Line at
all appropriate sites (prompting. to. allow maximuin-ease of_
use forwhat'is,, most likely a group of inexperienced users)

,

or (b) alldw- for batch_input of survey data from
appropriately designed and compeleted survey forms when the._
survey must "el conducted in the field through use of
paper/pencil forms with no access to computer.terminal.s,

The TVSP will analyze and summarize the survey data,
structuring the information' Into a collapsed, easily
'understood form, iticluding_a_catalog and summary of comments
made by those surveyed..

:
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Once the validation. survey daia_ha"s been input,"the..T.V'SPwill assist-irCthe-preliminary selection 'of tasks' for
training- and .sort them into the categories. escribed aborve.
In. order to make such'-selections,. the TVSP. will use the task.
selection:algorithm-deVeloped by the instructional
development team, the survey 'data,: and any necessary data
from the. Task -Listing Program (TLP) and the Student Entry
Level Program (SELF). 7

The selection of tasks done automatically by the TVSP
will be a preliminary or "rough cut" of the final selection
of 'tasks. The instructional devekopment.team will make
refinements on line by using tiqe--on-,line review/comment
function. Authorized users Will-make ,permanent changes by
using the editing and -update capabilities.

Objectives Hierarchy Program (OH?). The Objectives
Hierarchy :Program will assist .the instructional developers

.-:Anx--1-analyzing. the. tdsks selected for inclusion in the
training program and in developing the required objectives
and hierarchy diagrams.

The:OHP will provide on-line 'protocols to guide-the
instructebpal developers in listing, in a logical and
orderly Fashion ,(with advice upon request), all component
subtasks, including deCision component and recall component
subtaik,-- for each major. task selected for -train-ing. Using
the varibus.aditing*Ttinctions, the user should be able to
add, delete,'-dr consolidate subtask-s with relative'ease.
The program will automatically-provide and revise as
necessary the numbering and referencing of subtasks, through
use of the standard'military referencing system. Authorized
users Eickuld be able to review/comment 'on, the list of.*
subtdsksproduced. . ,

-The 0Hp Will-al-so provide a means for input-of
instructional -: objectives for each task (behavior to be
performed, conditions of perTormance and minimum acceptable
performapce standard).

es,
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'Tile.program will automatically tag each objective input
with-'a:rAference number :by usdng.the standard military
referencing systemis system indicates she subordinate,
superordfnate, and independent relationships'\existing
'betweeritilvarious component subtasks -(.Task 211.1 is
subo.rdiii.to Task 2.1, -etc) . Tasks and subtasks appearing
more than 'once in the hierarchy will show alternate numbers
to poietl.tut the existing duplication and its place. of
occurance.

Given the data -stated'abOve, the program will produce
,

the necessary- epjectives hierarchy diagrams for the course
being developed. It will also: provide a catalog of
information related to 'each objective to be trained,
inClbding 'necessary cross-references to the original Task

.Task Listing Validation, and the Task Selection
Report.- The program should provide an automatic de.arch and
=-craasreferencing systeth to enable 'the instructional
'developers to easily find identical subtasks appearing in
different parts of the objectives hierarchy. Thee program
should autokiatically tag "such objectives on the output
diagrams as in the catalog.

To accomModate the .necessary changes and updates to the
objectives hierarchy diagrams, a full rangef
review/domment, edit/revise, and manual override of program
in is and outputs is:.needed.

Existing Materials Evaluation Program,°(EVP).:. ,'The Existing
Materials Evaluation Program assists instructional- .

developers in collecting,.evaluating,, and cataloging
existing:instructional materials.for. possible, 'use in the
course under development, The result of this activity is a
list of 'appropriate materials cross-referenced to objectives
in the objectives hierarchy. .

.

(

It is first necessary to determine possible source's of
existing related materials. The EMEP will display
interactive protocols enabling the user-to determine gener_tc-
content areas addressed ii? the-objectives higrarchy- It

. .

will then_advise the user concerning p i.licaions,4N
directives-, and-established training f..v.t,,, s that .address/_ Now, -

training in those. generic.. areas.. This m kes INtss possible to
V!K-locate and request materials for review.

,.r-1
.

..

Once materials are obtained, their lea objectives
can 'be compared to those in t*e, objectives hferarchy data
bbse forappliability. Suitable objectives-can be entered-
into the existing materials (EM) data haze and automatically
mumbered and cross-referenced to the objectives hierarchy.
Information from the-student entry level data base can also

28
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be accessed and compared with those characteriStics of theexisting materials to determine'if such things as readinggrade leVel are appropriate for the ta5get population.

The EMEP will. provide guidelines for evaluating thequality of existing materials. It will assist the user inanalyzing available student performance.data, corrVspondenceof dbjectives to instructional strategies.and evaluationcriteria, and appropriateness of media_ used_. -These analyses
o

could be performed using subroutines from ther programssuch as the Media Selection Program (MSP) and the LessonSpecification Program (LSP), or they may be based onexisting validated instruments such as the Instructional
Strategy Diagnostic. Profile (ISDP).

When completed, the.'numbered and cross-referenced
.materials will be retained as the EM data base. By-usingthe on-line update capability additional materials can bereviewed and added as necessary.

Design Phase Programs

Media;Selection'PrograM (MSP). The Media Selection Programwill. assist the instructional.developmeni-,team in-making
consistent-and instructionally and economically defehsible.
decisions on- what ty06 of media to use for teaching anygiven 'objective.

The instructional development team will examine the
"aPPrOPriaterePort and .documents ..:to. 'identify-aY21-1able
media and will then de4:eldp-an 'aigoi-fihm to sort- the.-

.
,objectiveeinto the various media categories. The Library-,,capability:will.be Useful in this effort. On-line

"interactive branchin protoc,olwill guidg users t rough- the

1/
media select"

g-

ion algorithm -and provide the pr6gram-with
, '.necessary input on whether each objective is a c-assroom\-.

(study session) tYPe of obje'etive or a hands-on (device.(
-,-session) type of objective, etc. Once .the neCessary. .priority decision rules are input, the MSP,wi,13. identify theoptimum delivery medium and all alternative acceptable mediafor each, objective-in the objectives hierarchies.

.-- The MSP should also provide information regarding thenumber of objectives selected for each medium and providelists of objectives and related information categorized bymedZa.

When-availab;e instructional media are not clearly
defined, the-MSP should help specLfy the instructional
requirements of "to-be-acquired" _media by 'cataloging and
summarizing selected-responses to the media' selection
algorithm into a design repor't. ,Fors, instance, if trainers

a
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have note yet.been designed for a, new weapons System, the MSP
program should assist the trainer designers to determine
what capabilities the_ trainers must have to best meet the
training needs of future'Students. If .a 'decision must, be
made as-to-whether wortcbooks neecr:color or can be. produced
in less expensive black and Khite*i the MSP should be able to
point out. thqse workbook objectives where color,-lis.
instructionally critical and whict.A alternatives are
available, etc: Thus the decision made will be both
instructionally and, economically- defensible.

ypjerL_gtProrarSllabusDeveloyi(SDp). The Syllabus
Development --Program should assist, theinstructiodal
development team in ,developing lesson maps, ordinal, course -syllabi, and time-based syllabi (class schedules) .

The SDP should provide on-line, interactive protocols
which will structure.the material and guide the'
instructional developers through the process of sequencing
and organizing the objectives selected for training into a .

workable course outline. The program should assure that the
final organization of-the course allows students to (a)
proceed from easier to more difficult .material within a
task, (b) have early hands-on experience whenever,possible,
and (c) address the most job tasks as early as
possible. In addition, objectives should be grouped into
lessons in such a way that (a) use of trainer-requiring
lessons-is made as efficient as podsible, 'and (b) .onl.y one,
or possibly.twol-presentation media will be needed within a
single ,lesson. Data from the _Objctives Hierarchy -and Media -.-
Selection programs will be essential 'in-determining'that al3
necessary fadtors are considered (data qn prerequisites; on
appropriate media, etc., from the OH? and MSP should be
readily available to the user-if requested) so decisions
made during the SDP are based on aecurate data. The-program
shoUld provide some sophisticated quality control by
cross-referencing with the OHP and MSP. For example, the
program should automatically check and cue users if a lesson
map appearing in .the course outline sequences .objectives so

-:\as to 'violate the subordinate/superordinate relationship
specified in the Oblsrctives Hierarchy so students do
not receive necessary prerequi:site obj'ectives first) or if a
.les-sdn *esentation medium. is. selected whi'h is
inappropriate for certain, objectives.- inclu ed in the leSson.'"r

The program should make extensive use of the automatic -
input function which. will -automatically Copy significant
:pieces of information from-the OHP and MSP data bases into
the data base needed for the syllabus. For instance, the
user should not need-to-retype the conditions, behaviors, or
standards. for any Objective, as` these were previouSly
The program will a1-so provide an automatic numbering (and'
renumbering) and reference system.
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When all necessary data is -inp-ut, the progr m should-
produce., in a specified rmat, ligsson and unitlpaps
-(diagrams) indicating superordinate, subordinate and
independent relationships between objectives. .It should
also provide an appropriate ordinal sequence for frogressilng
through the training program, -as' well as lists an /or
catalogs of all related objectives and related numberA and

'references, suggested lesson media, time estimates for
student completion, and other pertinent cross-referencing
data.

Once the,ordina/ syllabus has been 'developed,- the
program will assist the user, in developing a suggested daily.class schedule for all training programs and overlapping
sessions of each course. This will be done by interactive

- branching .protocols and 'automatic retrieval of, data from
other' data bases. This. schedule will allow for systematic
'Consideration of such factors as total syllabus hoUrz,
device-session hours," estimated number of studenti numberof devices available at a given time, etc'. Once the
_pertinent data has been input, the system should help
develop a time .line .for. progressing through the training
program (time-based syllabus layout) and a systematized wayof developing, a daily class .schedule based-on a specific.
calendar-.
41*-

The "What if..." capability will- be an essential part of,the design of_this:program. This will allow the
instructional ;development team. to project the time,- cost,-
personnel.needs, ett., of a wide range of situations
,relating to development of the'ordinaiTyllabi and 'cl"ass.

, _

schedules. For instance_1- the program hould-iderit.Y:periods of pea4c resource utilization. The teram_bodld Qlso
ask' the program to project the effect of one trainer being
"down" for two weeks for repair during various, units of
'instruction, how much time would be lost, what: alternate
ordinal syllabus could students follow, etc. In this way,
the least disruptive time could' be allotted for 'routine
repairs -of trainers and. so forth.

The program should also assist in preparation of the
hard copy printed versions of syllabi to be used by
developers, siydentsl_instructors, and managers and ot...oher
documents such'a* ordinal-lists-of tbjettives, etc.-

Training Support Requiremeits Program (TSRP). The Training
pup -port Requirements Program assists the instructional
developers, management personnel, and those who will-
implement the'final courses in specifying and manipulating
resource requirements data

1
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Much of the data needed' for .tis.0-.66ram.: :,ctnbe sUpOlied
'automatically from previously input progams . '.

., -

.c.PAP,OHP, MSP, SDP) . Analysis Of ,data .froth'. these prograrms -
will permit estimates of. needed. 'personnel, eqUipment,
facilities, and senwicel for or .detign, and
c

development of the course.materials. The. program-should cue
the user to collect additional data" -( such .as stUdent
throughput data, etc.) affecting- the resource requirements
for implementation and ongoing instruction. 1 Similar data
and estimates should be -46put regarding continuous
valuationicrevision, and updating of the matenials Over
time. Using ail this data the program should :assi'st
planners and managers in determining po,Asi61a allocations of
total resources for completion' and maintenanav of the''.
project throughout`,, all remaining phases of ISO. -,

The TSRP should organize and Structure- the data input in
such ways as to best facilitate the needed analyses. For
,instance, the program shOtild create or structure basic
resource' requirements -tab-les from the data input. On-line
review/comment and edit/update capabilitie.s are essential to
ensure that data is kept current and accurate. '"What if..."
manipulations and projections are' critical to this program
so- the effects of various media mix 'selectiond and other
resource2allocations,.Can be predicted and the resource
requirement tables 'a3.,tered accordingly.

,

The final output of ,the TSRP is a formal- report
suggesting alternative course designs wtth alternative media
mixes and predictions -Of the total resources required for
each alternative! This is used as a gui,de in the. remaining
/5hases of^ ISD Ts project can select reasonable
,alternatiVes and 1.1' not collaps-e. at §n-y p:oint for lack of
resources

Lesson Specification P-rogram -(r.SP).! The Lessbn
Specification Program will assist the subject matter experts..
arLd/or other instructional developers_ in developing the,
specifications--trs-ed later by authors as a design guide in
authoring student materials.

The LSP will consist of -on-line 7 interactive; branching
.

protocols which organize . and str:ucture -the development of
lesson -specifioation ..docuinents and guide the developer in
selecting -and deVeloping instructional components and
strateg.ies appropriate for each -objective. The specific
components and strategies requested by the 'program will
depend upon the behavior level (use or remember) and the'
content classification of each objective. The following
components.will be necessary for most objectiveS- (as called
out in the"FAISD model) :
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Complete objective (behavior conditions
standards).

2. Generality.

3. Description of the

U. Description of the type and number of examples:
,.

5. .Description of the type, an_ d number of practice and
test items.

6. Description of any special teaching points.

instructional help.

and

7. Description of graphic requirements,.

Others may be-included as needed. -To make the system
mgre generalizable, prdvisions could 'be made for user .

definition of all instructional components. In that case
. on-line protocols for directing and disciplining such input
would be provided.

Through appropriate cues, prompts, and the on-line
advice or help function the develOpei- could then be-assisted'
in correctly writing each component. 'An example of such =a
component- would be an appropriate, complete, and technically
correct generality to be used 1, by student's,as the. core
information to be learned and 2) as major input into the..
development of NATOPS, flight and.. technical manuals. The
specifications writer. could be,further assisted in making
appropriate decisions condernihk a) the type of
instructional help needed, b) the dumber of example's,
practice and test items 'i-equired, c) _the specific example,
format and strategy to be used, and d) thepractice/test

fdr later use_as design guises by authors when producing the
they would be translated-into an easly understood format
format and strategy, etc. Once such decisionsd were. ade,

final materials.

The program 'would structure and track the entire lesson
specification deVelopment process, to kelp assure
implementation of proper review cyclei necessary for
adequate quality control and accountability. The program
would ,keep status information on each objective being
developed. It 'would also produce status reports indicating
what portidd-of the lesson specification' (LS) was completed,
who had developed each portion of the LS, who had reviewed
it or was responsible for its review and-approval, what was
the time taken for each stage of' development and review,
etc.
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To :.ensure that the lessons. to be developed are
instructionally sound,.leSiOn specificationsmust be
reviewed at several points by instructional' experts. .:To

ensure that content is accurate' and 'current, subject matter
experts must also review all lesson specificationS..
Therefore the program will require-a full range of
review /comment and cross - referencing functions, renumbering;
etc., to assure-quick and,-easy .implementation. of quality
control functions and updates.

.The.programwiil eventually produce (both on-line and in
hardcOpy form)" complete lesson specificationdocumentS.in
standardized forma . The.program should also produce
foxmatted reports f. prespecified data base subsets.: For
intance it shO d be,capable-of producing a summary of
each lesson, showing lesson map, segment titles. and
reference numbers-, objectives and generalities, for each
s.egmentWithin the media specifictions, etc .

Implementation Plan Program (IPP-). The._ImplementdtiOn Plan
Program will assist project planners,.managers,,and thOse
who will in the futureimplement and evaluate the
instructional program in. developing an implementation
The plan is. used for coordinating resources and establishes ,:
the_procedures'to be applied -.1n.provid.ing necessary train
for instructors and instructional managers. The -plan is
also ,used for:conductingiStr.uction and...evaluating
Students;. for 'managing facilities; equipment, materials and-
personnel; for scheduling;-. for integrating the neW course..
with existing courses; and for coordinating implemeniation-:
with quality control efforts.; .

Much-of. the-data needed by, this program'cambe provided
automatically from previously_input data bases (such as
TSRP). ,The_IPPshouId cue and advise.the user on collecti-on
.of other pertinent data. The will provide
'review/comment and update capabilities ..so the data may be-
Constantly updated as the program'implementation date gets
closer,: :

. .

.

The program -needs "what-if". MaiiIbblations:So alternative
implementation plans can be compared

Word processing capabilities will be needed in order to
'produce'initial, updated, and` final implementatiod plan
reports.

Quality Control Program (QCP). The-Quality Control Program
will assist the user in developing a report describing in
detail a plan for complete and continuous assessment of the
effectiveness, efficiency, and..palatability Of the
inst+uctional materials and management systeth,

34.
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Through the use of:interactive protocols the program
will help,tlie user design_ithe plan to be used for fbrmative
evaluation,-.Including small group tryaut procedures,
determination of method's of measurement and variables to be
measured, and identification of review points and
procedures. .These will be extended-to include ongoing
quality control during,full .implem=entation of validated
training. Flowcharts -and) verbardescp-i-ptions of the plan
Will be needed.

The program will also assist in structuring external
'quality control procedures, which will ensure that4traini,ng
meets, and continues to meet, operational requirements for
skilled persOnnel.

Sample data collection forms will be stored for use in
the quality control process. On-line.reviey and edit
capability will enable users to modify forms-as necessary to
meet the needs of the instructional system.

The program will provide a 'job aid in the form of a
checklist to assist uses in collecting al/:data, doing .the
apprbpriate analyses, and developing the final Quality
Control Plan report. The system will then assist in the
production of the hardcopy of this meport by permitting
on-line entry, review/comment, edit etc.

The program will assIst in the development of a quality
control-manual based on the quality control plan, which can
be .printed in hard copy and -distributed to appropriate
personnel. Through use of the on-line review and edit.
capability, the manual will be updated as needed.

:4

The QCP data base will serve as 'input to the Lesson
Tryout Program, which will actually collect and -analyze
student performance data based on QCP guidelines

The QCP utilizes input for the Problem Analysis data
.
base and the Master Plan Program data base.

Development Phase Programs
,

Lesson Authoring Rrogram (LAP). The Lesson Authoring
Program will guide and track 1)/development :o =prototype
versions of lessons to be used in small groupiltryouts,
leSson revisions on the basiS of such tryout data,' and.3)
readying of the final version for production.

Uiing the data in the lesson specification and tactics
package programs and the media format guide as blueprints or
as direct inplit (as'. in -the caseof objectives), the-LAID-,
would guide the lesson authors in developing the specified

35 3 C/
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instructional helps,,' examples, practice/test items ,' -and'
other instructional components for a paper- and - pencil
.version suitable for initial small group tryouts. This
initial version could be input directly on-line or
handwritten and then.entered on-line. The program would
track the complete authoring process, including all review
and accountability-cycles.

The program would also organize and structure the
Collection and analysis of dat duringthe initial tryout of
the prototypes, aSsisting-the developers in' deciding what
revisions are necessary. Using the review/comment and. edit
functions, necessary revisions Co d be made to the
- prototypes and they could be prep red for entry-into the
final. production cycle.

S

The final output of the LAP is a printed ver'sign of
studeht.lessons suitable for final production in the .various
media previously ddtermined to be most a p rp opr'iate'. ahese°
.printed.versions must contaid,adequate descriptions of and
references to all graphics'.(charts, drawings, Photogrdphs,
slides, etc.)..to allow the graphics Prod.uction crew to
produce the desired product.

-Differendet in media imply .differences in encl_products.,
(For example,--a slide/tape lesson, requires'an aUdiotapen%;la
'set of-slide's., and a'worksheet. On the other hand,'a
trainer exercise deMands an instructor gui-de, a worksheet,
and' 'an evaluation .checklist.) The printed form of the
authored .version Must-be formatted in such a way that .final:'
prodtictiam into these different -end,producIs_will be mo't
efficiently carried out. ThAs implies that different.
formats' will -`be needed depending' on the end prodUCt
-authored WorkbookS going. to a printer.i.iillbe formatfted
differently thdn--authored slide/tape worksheets; or authored
StoryboardS*.for.videotapes, .or':autho'red computer-assisted
instruCtors_l_essons). All neces-sary technidal information'
related-to"the'-media.to be used must be.included'in
authored lesson. For example; for a slide/tape'this, means
How- much lead, time- is necessary on the tape? Li a focusing
frame'necesSary?' .What -background music or sound effects. are
required? What about automatic advance'tones,--etd. The LAP'
will have guided and assisted the developers endprodUction
personnel in making these, decisions through appropriate

.

interactive branching protocols.

'Lesson Production Program (LPP). The Les-son Prochiction
Program will receive input in the form of` prototype lessons
from the Lesscin Authoring Program -CLAP). The LPp will
format printed portions 'of lessons and worksheets foi-

paste-up,',-provdde working copies'ofscripts for prod_ uction'
efforts in audiovisual' medi'a, and format evaluation
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checklists, instructor guids, and other-pieces of
instruction. In addition; tracking and' structuring of the
production prbce.ss will be done.

,4.

_ ,

A key feature of this program mill be the capability to
review printed_lessons\4on-line and insert necessary
-production codes 'for type font and formatting_
considerations. When-linked to Compatible typesetting
equipment, it will be possible ta print-out
prodUction-quality materials ready for paste-up or typeset
in.hard'copy. It will also be 'Possible to review and edit
text and production codes as necessary on the system Ito .

pccomplish revisions -as specified in the Lesson Tryodt'
Program (LTP).

Where lessons incorporate other_ than print media.(slIdei
tapes, videotapes, etc.),-working copies of scripts will be
formatted and printed out in hand copy for.prOduction
personnel. Worksheets, evaluation checklists, and

"instrtictor guides can be' produced like printed lessons to
lacodmpany nonprinted materials; Review and edit capability
will also be available for all these items, 'including
script's.

The entire production process will be-tracked and
structured t6-provide.information on lesson production
progress and revision and staffing of the production effort.
In this way, .max -iiturd use of personnel -rand material
production resources will be realized.

Lesson Tv out Pro mam .(LTP) . The Lesson Tryout Program will
consist of t relatively iffdependent-section's: The first
will assist the user.4n developing a'specific plan for
lesson tryouts Conisent-with the quality control'pl.an.
The second will'.'-provide for -input and an.alysii-of reviewer
comments and student performance and attitudinal data
:obtained during'the tryouts. Output will consist oT
specifications for revizion of materials based on tryout
data.

. The first .section of the.LTP will access -the Lesson-
Production Program and Quality Control Plan data and assist
the user' in developing a tryout- plan through interactive
protocols.- The- plan will specify the extent. and nature of-
individual arid. small group tryouts,.including a
.lesson -by- lesson time line. On-line' update capability will.,
enable the user to revise the tryout plan, as necessary in
accordance with the actual productioncy/cle:

,
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A variety of s iggested datc-ollection forms will also
be proVided as -o Put'. These will consist of student
attitude survey.s.t7 review comment rorms, and additional forms
as needed.. Where) possible; the forms will be machine
repdable for expeditious input _of data (e.g., mark-sens.

The second section .of the LTP Will provide for' entry of
all tryout data including attitudinal data, performance
data, and reviewer comments., Analyses of the data will be
perOrmed on-line and provide several outputs such as:

1. Iteni.analysis %indicating student performance on test
_items and resulting inastery of objectives.

2. Student attitudes toward the materials by objective.

3. Reviewer comments on materials by-objective.

The results ofthe analyses performed will be used -to
"assist the user in formulating revision specifications
on-line.- Interactive 'protocols based on the analyses will
guide the process, objective-by-objective. Revision
specificat-ions will then be cross- referenced to Lesson
Specification, Authoring, and Production Programs where they

. can-be imPlePented. The formatiVe analyses and.revision
'specifications will also be organized using the structured
report format capability and will be printed. out in hard
copy.

Implementation Phase-Programs

Computer-Managed Instruction Program(i) (CMIR). A variety..3
of CMIPs could be developed .to meet the needs of _the
particular instructional., system.. They would. include:
combinations of the following capabilities:

1. A Variety of tests (pre, Obst, entry, and progress)
could be administered on-line and scared-
automaticallY: If tests we -re" not administered
on -line, paper-and-penCil tests could be machine

rt scanned, entered, and scored' by using. compatible
machine readable answer sheets.

2. Student performance data.could, provide 'the basis for
criterion-referenced diagnosis of strengths and
deficiencies,making-up student feedback.

Students could be given presci-i,ptions for
remediation or further study based, on"diagnosis.
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its. Completes student records could be maintained in real
time, providing accurate and in-stantaneous hard copy
printout of all or part of an individual student
profile:

.Banksof test items could be maintained and
ma ipulated to provide random alternate forms of..
.objective-based student, tests.

Student performance data .could.be automatically
combined to create large data baSes, which could-
provide normative references and indications of
instructional materials effectiveness,.

Personnel_ and physical resgurcesC-Ould be scheduled
and allocated automatically in accordance'with
"student peogress and the instructional
characteristios df-1 sons.' '-

A fully-interactive CMIP will posSess all of the above
capabilities. It is conceivable, however, that the
instructional program may not be .conducive to -or require _
such an array of *capabilities.

Computer- tssisted Instruction Program(s) (CAIP). As 'with
the CMIP, a wide variety of capabilities is possible for
incorporation into a.:Computer=Assisted Instruotion Program.
At least the-following should be available:

1. 'Lessons should be authored and edited on-,line with a,
versa_t. le, yet easy=to-use authoring language.,
Within the cogfines of this authoring 'enVironment.
should be possible to separate 'course "data" from
course "logic" for economy of 'authoring large
amounts of lesson material, and it shoufd be
possible to define both learner and program
controlled strategies, including simulation and
modeling activities.

Actual instruction `will- be administered on-line by a
system of remote student.'operated _terminals.

Student performance data will be collected and
compiled for purposes of assessing, individual
progress and evaluating instructional Materials.

4. The program will be capable of elivering highly
adaptive instruction with exte ive:individualized
diagnosis and prescription. and high.degree of
learner-control supported by ready student access to
critical performance and curriculum parameters and
advice-functions to support strategy - building.

39 4.2
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4 variety of :.report_ form is ,will be easily
accessible for both idual and group
performance :

6. Studentirecords will be-maintained on-line, and
updatedl in r I time.

4

A

An impresse .config of media Could be linked to
the, basic CAI hardware, bu w uld be lithited b'y cost
considerations and .media requirements. In addition, several
different student response modes could be made available
(light pens, touch sensors, keyboards).

It would-be possible to provide for complex. simulation
-. and gaming exercises_ through a CAIP. These- could either be
designed for individual simulation environments or for those
allowing interaction of several "sudentsver the system,
with structure provided by the program as 'needed.

'Programs Peripheral' --to Ma in stream ISD Activ.ities

Historical Trainer Data Program .(HTDP). The HistoriCa
Trainer Data-. Program assists users collecting ...and
orginizing- pertinent data concerning ,;:sar.:.eyiously used
trainers cam) parisons iwth .current needscan be made.

.

The HTDP should cue and _advise :the ,uSer in the
Collection of the necessary data., such as

o
_ .

Characteristics of available trainer deviCes.

Demonstrated effectiveness of devices in training of
specific objective types.

3. Cost, maintenance, and repair considerations.

The HTDP should structure the_data input and
automatically provide .some predefined comparisoni between
devices.. The program should al-so allow for Specification o
unique, comparisons and. for "what if...?" manipulations.

The HTDP should. output the predefined and unique
comparisons -in some easily understood 'format. The program
should also help format and generate (automatically,
whenever, possible) the forMatted -report and its updates
relating to historical trainer data.

The -' HTDP must allow on-line review/comment and contiy 1
updates. The data input and output b/. the HTDP should b'
referenced for use.in later programs such as the Trainer
Requirements DeterminatiOn (TRD) and the Procurement of
Trainers Program (PTP).
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Trainer Requirements Program (TRP) . .The Triner
Requirements Program guide the user through a process
-of collecting and analyzing the data needed to determine the
types of trainer devices best suited to the training
requirements of the spetific program being developed.

Theprogram will provide automatic input from previously
data bases and/or cue the User in colle-cting such data

Types of objectives identified "device" session
objectives (automatit input).

Hardware /software-. system capability requirem-ents of
each "device" session objective-laccording to-the
objective, what hardware or software doe's the ".

student need to manipulate; (i.e., rissdar system,
INCAS tray)-1.

,--

Hands ion .objectives time., requirements.

Proportion of hands-on training time
. 4. .syllabus length.

Instructicirfal presentation requirements fore,Och
trainer hardware/software systems requiremeht.
category (i_.e., di-splay r.,elquirements_such as audio,
line-drawing,_ visual motion, etc; student response
requirements, such as written or verbal, _point,
manipulate hardware, etc. ;- response detection and.
evaluation requireMents, feedback requirements).

Other* data.is collected about available or previously
lised trainer Aievites, such as:

1. Sensory output capabilities of the device (i.e.-, how
does- it compare to hardware/software requiremente of
objecti-ves, motion simulation, amount of motion,.:-.
etc.), 4

"Capabilities of the device to "meet instructional
pres'entation requirements.

Student evaluation data on use of each device in
;previou'R ,training settings. (Did students master,
similar objectives on the device?)

jaisomparative cost and-maintenance data,.

Other budget and time restriction data is gathered, about
the prOject -itself. A11,4., of the collected -data .must be
compared: and analyzed in 'order *to select the combination of

41
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devices which. will best, meet4the instructional objective
requirements as well a-con-straints- on, -budget,
implementation, etc. The goal is to use the least
sophisticated, least expensive device suiting- the purpose.

Once such:data is corLcted, the program will perform
analyses, sorts, and data consolidations, and ,structure the
data in such ways as ta:facilitate the necessary
comp-arisons'. As the analysis involves numeroule variables,
it is iMperative that the program allow "what if...?"
manipulations so ,a range of possible solutions can be
explored, if needed. '

he ,program needs to have on7line' review/comment :and
upda capabilities. :_,Its final output is a structifre.:..,
repor which makes :i-ec'amrsendat.ionas to the mix of devices
best s tee! to-:the project and the?numbdr . of: each such
deVice equired-. This report .61.so estimates _costs -ant sets
d.pwn requirements for each -device '14-hich can be used
by a .iiiantifacurer potentially' prbducing such a device. The
program shoulpl assist the user in developing this report
with the basic text-s.editing and manipulation capabilities of
the-- system-.

The system should -cross-reference this program with ,
other programs so each objective May be identified by the
selected trainer-- 'device. .

Procurement of Trainers Program (PI'P ) . The Procurement of
Trainers Program assists project -planner's and managers' with

. contracting for the' develdpm'ent d'f new 'trainer equipment--or
for the modification of existing trainers.-

The program should automati'cally., supply pertinent data
froth 'previously input programs (HTDP, TRP) and cue and
advise .users in collection of any ackditiorial data. The
program should assist- users in defining the final
;specifications for trainer. devices and prqcurement.packages.
The program should .allOW. for comOarison of,incoming
proposals and provide-.as scoring system for proposal
evaluation., "What if...?" m-anipulations _should be available
as part of the evaluation

_ -*The p-rogr:arp .needt, an-lir*:;-tqa4eycomment. and update
capabilities.' Its fihal,:outi*tAathe :Trainer Procurement
Package which w-i11 be sent doit:-.%/W-bids. This .should be
s-up-ported by the system'&'te-x-t manipulation and editing
capabilities.

42
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TacticsPackage 'Program (UP). ,The Tactics ?ackage Program
provides for structure and organization of the tactics

-pdckage.

If the tactics package has been previousl'Y developed or
is being developed by another group, the TPP should permit
users to easily locate those parts of the tactics package
which are pertinent to the instruction presently Under
developrient. The program should 'catalog or index .the entire
tactics package. 'If possible, the data base should also
contain synopses of material in the tactics package.

If the tactics package9is being developed in conjunc ion
with the instructi al deveiopmept, the TPP should pirnidlit, a
historical data,ba e to assist users in creating the tactics
package for the -weapon system-in ,question. It would then
'provide for on-line-input, review/comment-, and editing of
the tactics package. It Would cross-referenCe data in the
tactics package, with tasks listed in the Task Listing and
objectives appearing in the ObjPctives Hierarchies. Thus
any change .made in the tactics paakage could be reflected in
the instructional materials and vice versa. In this way,

ricoflicts 'between procedures taught in training and-
procedures ap=pearing in the tectics.package,, es-well as
duplication of efforts, could-be avoided. The program could
also assist in producing the hardcopy version of the tactics
-package. -

Master Plan Pr-ograM (MPP>-. The Master P1,6n Program.will
assist the user in developing long-range managemnt plan U
foi- the particular 1SD project to be undertaken.

The MPP-will automatically receive-cr,itidal data input
from the Problem Ana3ysts Program (PAP). It will_Cue-the
user in.thec011ection of additionsl categories of
information (such as definitions'of.activities,to be
'performed, resourc e requirements for each actiVity;
ariticality of--dach activity regarding completion of
succeeding etc.).and.supply advice-as to
possible sources *of such inform-ation. ,The program will
drganize and structure the data input so as_ to best
facilitate the needed comparisons and analyses_ The program
will' need on-ine review/comment. and edit capabilities to -

allow for periodice update of the master.plan to reflect the
most current inforii-ation.

Outputs of the mPp include Project time line, a list of
project assignments (personnel requirements), and a prdject
PERT chart. The program will assist the user in the on-line
deVelopment of these outputs and must allow considerable
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"What if...?" manipulations. The "What if...?"
manipulations will allow the project planners to consider
all possible variations in allocation of resources, to
explore the effects of adding or losi6g personnel,
shortening or lengthening the time line-f adding new goals t
the project or leaving out some possible goals, and to
predict consequeriCes of these actions to management plans.

Another output of the Master Plan Progi-am'is a final
report which formally. presents this plan. The IKPP will,
assist in the structuring, development, editing, and
printing of this document and its updates byusing the text
editing and manipulation capabilities of the system.
Previously generated reports should be available, as
references-

Pnocurement Packa e Pro rpm (PPP). The Procurement Package
rogram-wi 1 assist t e project planners kri determining'what

portion of the proposed ISD activity needs to be contracted
to outside groups. It will also assist in securing the-
necessary proposals for such goods and services and in
'evaluating the incoming proposals.

L
The program will cue the users in collecting the data

(soffie of which can be automatically earlierfrom earer
programs) necessary for 1) evaluating. internal capabilities
for.successful.comPletion of given aspects of the III effort-

and 2) determining those goods .and services whAch need to be
contracted. A` .job aid in the fOrm of a checklist would
guide the ,user in collecting.such data, securing and filling
out the proper. forms, and developing Clear, precise, and
complete Reqde&ts for Proposals (RFPs) which definer needed
goods and services.

The PPP will assist the users in establishing a scoring
,system for proposals' received and aid them in:making the
necessary comparisons and evaluations of prbpoSals. The

Program will need to allow for-defined "What ifz.."
manipulations to compare complex options, such as hti-ing.and

training new staff .internally, with contracting for such'
services from-outside, or evaluating various combinations of
proposali received

The-program will also offer support in the development
and production of all documenis ,(such as RFP's and reports
stating final recommendation's) needed for the Procurement.
Package. The structured report capability of the system can
be used to automatically generate, the large portions of such
documents .which are .prespecified and,standardized.-
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NaVysTraining Plan.ProEram.(NTPP). The Navy Training Plan
Program assists projectiplanners in collecting-the necessary
data and -in ,producing the required Navy Training Plan (NTP)
reports.

The ,NTPP will automatically supply, pertinent data from
previously input programs (such as the Training Program
Master Plan) and will cue users incollection..of additional
.information (such as Navy sites where the training
activities may occur and what facilities are needed; Navy.
personnel to be involved and their relationship to outside
contractors; time .and place of, lesson implementation). They
system will give advice as to possible sources.'of such
information. References to help "Locate such sources and
Previously developed Navy Training Plans should be
available. s

The program will 'need "What if..." manipulation
capabilities for easy examination and zoMparison of all
possible options for resource allocation. On-line
review/comment and edit/update capabilities are also
required.

The program will also assist, the user in writing and-
formatting any required.formal documents. Standard text
editing and manipulation capabilities *will therefore be
needed.

ProtEress Monitoring Program (PMP):--.The ProgresS(Monitoring
Program _is principally designed to track and report time
spent by personnel 'working on each task in the ISD process.
It lso provides for projecting task completion dates based
bn 2 ailability and distribution of personnel with input,
fro the Master Plan Program (MPP) data.base.

'Provisions will be made for a Machine-readable
timesheet, to be filled out by all personnel,-which
indicates time spent On each task performed_ . Tasks will be-
coded in accordance with the TPMP for ease of tracking and
cross-referencing. Data from these sheets' will
automatically read into and compiled-in the Proje.ct
Management (P145) data base.

It will be possible to input actual and anticipated
availability of personnel into the PM data:base. This will
reflect such things as leave requests, transfers, and
illness.or other unexpected absences. In this way. all
personnel movement can be reflected in reports and time
estimates, and the PPM can serve a necessary personnel
accounting function.

145 48-
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The user will be able to/ use the program to assess the
impact of hypotgeticai persOnnel assignments on the
completion of taskt or groups of tasks specified in the 'PP.

This wdll be dope `through the. "What if...?" capability.

The program will be capable of ppoividing hard copy
-report printouts which indicate tasks that are behind, on,
or ahead :of .schedule as delineated in the -MPP. The program
will also be able to'detect' potential scheduling problems in
advancebased on anticipated -resoure availability compared
with task requirements. / In this way the user will be able
to constantly tionitor the pulse of the. total. ISD effort-

'Description of the Data Bases

The, user will interact with the CkTSDM system using the
programs outlined in the previoui section. However, once
data has been entered into the system, it will be organized,
stored; and accessed in relationship to a number of data
bases. The purpose of this section is to present a series
of tables outlining the contents of each of the data bases..
For each piece of data in-each data base, the program used
to enter that data be identified, and the programs
which access :the data will: be. listed.

Analysis Phase Data Bases

PADB. The data base for t_ he Problem An.alysit" Pi-Ciram
consists of the following four major data items. Statement

%of progrn goal(s),-operational/development constraints
(e.g., time/money estimatetYl. available or required
resources, and student characteristics.. These items are
input by thePAP. The PAP data bate must also contain
built-in information on needed data and possible sounces'of
dat6. The contents'if this data base are uted:as inputs to

.many subsequent programs/data b-aes.

TLDB.' The data. items, in the Task Listing Data Base include
-statements of cbmpetency or responsibility areas, specific
task and Compdnent sub -cask requirements, -and task
interrelationships. Some of this informatiOn may be
obtained,from the NOP. This information is used in the
TVSP and OHP. The,TLDB must also-contain information
. necessary to explain, the task listing development process
and.any;terms involved.

SELDB: .THe, data items stored in the Student Entry-tevel.
-Data Base constitute a profile of the studerit group .and

include pre -skill measures", -- aptitude scores, previous job.
duties",' ratings and/or pay scale. Much of this data will be
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in/ quantitative form. Some of.-the data on student
----"-Characteristics,- which is part of the .PADB , may be

incorporated into the SELDB: The SELDB is accessed by TVSP.

TVSDB. The data base for the Task Yalidation and SelectionData Base will include the various tasks provided by the,TLDB which have been ranked according to various trainingcategories. In other words, the data in the TYSDB__.is thesame as the TLDB except that it has been validated andsorted. Furthermore, data from the SELDB may be used tofurther categorize the TVSP -data. The information in' the
TVSDB is. used by the CHP and MSP.

OHDB. The _Objectives Hierarchy Data Base consists of a set3Tobjectives for each of the .tasks stored. in the TVSDB and
their- hierarchial structure. Thus data is used 4g the MSP,SDP, TSRP, and LSP.

EMEDB. The Existing Materials Evaluation Data Base -.consists.37Tiiformation indicating sources of existing
materials/equipment related to the objectives in the OHDB.
It must 'also contain information which can suggest potentialsources of material for the type of objectives in the OHDB.

Design Phase Data Bases

MSDB. The Media Selection Data Base includes, data
indicating the media attributes:; related to each objective inthe OHDB and the media alte?natiVes-:derived from these
attributes. This data would most likely be stored in tableformats. The MSDB is used in a nuinber of subsequent databases.

SDDB. The content of the Syllabus Development D;ta Ease
,involves detailed outlines. of the lesson and- segment levels
and the -lesson interrelationships (most likely in. the formof course maps).. The SDDB also ine.edes cla-Ss schedules, andstudent timetables. . The SDDB utilizes data froM the. CHDR 1

-MSDB, TRDB-; and is accessed by the TSRP and LSI).

-TSRDB. The Traihing Support Requirements Data gase includesa complete range.of i-psource requirement tables indidating
quantitative estimates of personnel, equipment, facilities,
or services, required. for the development of cotirses. It
also sho.uld include specifications fOr evaluation, revision,and updating of materials.' This data can be obtained, from
previous data bases (PADS, OHDB, MSDB, SDDB) with some
elaboration/clac.ification_by ;the TSRP input. The TSRDB isused by the -ISDP.
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LSDB. The Lesson SOecification'Data Base corfsists:of,lesson
design guides which include objectives, help, exaMples',
practice items, test items, special_teaching strategies, and
_descriptions of graphics required. The LSDB also includes
status reports which ipdicate the status of th.e various
components of lessons under development. The LSDB utilizes
data from the. SDDB,-MSDB, OHDB, and TPDB.. It is accessed by
the-ISDPDB.

IPDB. The Implementation.Plan,Data Base consists Of-lists,
OTFrainingtinstructional procedures; eValuation methods,
resource allocation information, and scheduling data. Most
of this data is dravh frdm other data bases (e.g., LSDB,
TSfiDB). This data base iS used by the QCP..

QCDB. The Quality Control Data.Base is composed of
EFgEifications for the collection and analysis of evaluation
data as well as the records h,uady c011ected. These .-

specifications can be abstracted to, constitute an evapJation,
manual or plan. The QCDB is used in the 1TP.

Development Phase Data Rases.

LADB. The contents of th.e Lesson_- Authoring Data Base 'the

actual lesson text along with'any revision information
received from lesson tryouts, and'inStrUCtion for graphicsi,o
trainer use etc. The-LADB is used by the LPL'.

LPDB. The Lesson Production DataBase consists of the
formatted lessons and scripts-for audiovisual media. Also,
each lesson will ipdicate its-current iirodudtionstatus...

LTDB: The contents of the_LesSon Tryout Data Base consists
of two major items, a detailed-step-by-step 'plan for trying
out the producedlesson materials and complete records of
.reviewers' comments-and student performance/attitudinal ,data
fOr,each lesson tested. The LTDB will also containtrevision
specifications. This data. will contribute to. the QCDB.

Implementation Phase Data Bases-
- .

CMIDB. A Computer-Managed Instruction.Data.E:ase would
include test iteths, student performance data, learning
prescriptions,.and personnel/physical resources. The CMIDB
would be accessed by the '5ELP and the QCP.

CAIDB. ,A Comftter-Assisted Instruction Data, Fase_Would'
:contain 1esso6 text and student performance data. The CAIDB'*
would be cross-referenced to the MSDB, QCDB, 'and

48
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Data Base& Peripheral. to Mainstreat, ISD Activities

HTDDB. The Historical Trainer Data Program Data Base.
contains the characteristics of other available trainers,
effectiveness in achieving specific categories of -.
instructional objectives, and cost/mainteriance data. -MuCh
of the 'content would be quantitative data. Some of the data
could come'from the NTPDB. -The HTDDB is used in the TRP.

TRDB: The data collected by the Trainer Requirements Data
Base consists of detailed information on the trainer-
requirements for the. tasks dr Objectives stored in the TLDB
-or OHDB. This would include sensory limitations of devices,
previously evaluated Lthefulness of trainers, and estimated
times for certain trainer exercise. This data is merged
Kith data already present in.cehe HTDDB,- to produce a
complete data base for each-trainer. This data .case is
cros-referenced to the NTPDB and SELD5 and accessed by the
TSRP,SDP.and EMEP.

PTDB. The Procurement of Trainers Dat6 Rase' consists of the,.
final specificationi for trainer devices and for-trainer
proposals. 'This data is based upon information from the
HTDDE and TRDB.

TPDB. The 'Tactics- Package Data Base includes information
specific to the operationitrainigg of a-particular weapons
system.' This data is. cross-referenced to the 'relevant tasks
in the TLDB and'objectiv-es;in the OHDB.

MPDB. The 'Master ,consistsconsists of definitions of
task actirlties, resources needed for each activity,
sequencing of activities, and%activity interdependence.
Much of this data crl be extracted from the FADE.' The MPDB
is accessed by the PPP, TLP, and QLP.

PPDB. The Procurement Package Data Base-consists of-
statements of goods/services.to be fueniShed (in. RFQ form)
along, with 'a- scoring key fqr coTpleted proposals. The basis
for this .can-confe from the tSRD8 and MPDB.

4

NTPDB. The Navy. Training Plan Data Ease contains t ---
D7757inatiom on ,existing-,Navy perSonnel, sites; e9uipment,
and materials which can be used,'in the Present dev.elopment
effort. The RTPDB is' accessed by the TLP, EMEP,:SDP, HTDP,
and TPP-

'

.PMDB.. The Progress Monitoring Data Base Contains actual
time sperit on completing tasks as well as etimated task
completion-data- Also 'contained, in.the P?.1DErwill be
information on personnel 1.-e,aves or..'eransfe'rs-.. Some of the
data in _Itle.PMDR can be Obtained from the MPDB.
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. .
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SECTION III
AMALYSIS OF VTS IN LIGHT OF CATS* --RECOMMERDATrONS

a

OVERVIEW.

. The:ie:reports were --generatAd from the FRAMP and FRSAircrew ,Users'" Manuals, SUbsystem Specs for' Aircrew andEnlisted Men, ,VTS Functional Description and CATSDM specs.
' ;Question were cleared Up through' discussions with 'co-de-314. wIlo,iwer 'very generous in their comments and -----evaluition . 0 1

Due-ito. the .fact that the VTS is a dynamic. systemt' that -is, one' to which additions -arid revisi,on.s' continue to bemad-e-, only general compariions, can be made at this point.. Therli..haVe been refined as time and resources all_owed.
There are resen_tly different versions of 'the system '.

ri\ ' _

availatle to different 'portions of the service with no onesite having all Qtbe enhancements available._ This.'reporl'will consider the supersetrVTS containing all knowncapabilities.

CpMPARIS6N OF STANDARD.,PROGRA-M _CAPABILITIES.

Descrj:ption of Program Capabilities.
Theie standard capabilities, when available, `are-available mainly for _areas which the system co'vers.-

-
.The Sytteth was designed as a PQS and CMI- system withextensive. administrative support and resource schedulingroles, and covers most areas of personnel management andresoUrce.m.a:nagement of. training.

Prompts, Advice).Intera44,1.6...-,.P.r.ic,tocols (Menus

Tbe.,:tos-iefirt .1.-s designed 'with-the user in mind.. -,/fhere area variety o` menus available ande manipulation of th'e' systemshould easy with _appropriate documentation and a minimumof ex per.011ceY..

Cues-',:l'oe' d-..ata entry and handling, and user assistanceappear to be adequate:n. -

4
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Advice.

IFTS doeshave available an advic.q fun -ction written to be
acce. themeaccessed on the terminal. Information.appropriate to the:
user's location in the system will help the uninitiated.

Library.
g

A library of all manuals and training materials may be
implemented on the-system but' more in the forth of an
inventory. than- a. library. Since the hesic capability is
there the addition of cross-references may cause a large
data entry problem but no programming obstgclds.

Error Detection/Reduction Routines.

Appropriate error ch-eckirig of data is covered. The very
nature of errors precludes absolute recovery hut much word
has gone into error prevention.

Automatic Input of Data from Previous Inputs.

The "data base management system avail able makes possible
the excrusion of redundant data storage.

Snce VTS dsoes'not have Instructional Systems Design nor.
Computer Assisted Instruction capabilitieS at this time
there is no previous data on the system from which to draw
and some of the need for that data is reduced.

.-.With the current system capabilities and the additionof
rSD/CAI capabilities the Cransfer of data will be possible
with a little additional ,programming effort. Actually the
data transfer procedures will probably be done as an
inherent part of- the ISM, and CAI capabilibits.

Structured InPut.

. Data entry and update ,do take adventAge-o'f Structuel d 4
With.specifAc (ADDS 2810, terminalii

Jn-a-m=*Wbre this capability is enhanced. With some additional--
programming this enhanced capability may be given to some of
the less elaborate hardware.

Automatic Numbering and-Rferencing.

Pressentli this is not' possible. Some progr'amming%eltYart
would,b,e-neC'esaryto .provide this 'ability although witti;
syttems configured' as at present,Arithbut ISD angLCAI; this

.capability iS-low priority.

52
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Hierarchy of Users.

. System protectidn. from- users is. rather elaboratelyprovided for- in both the areas of software and data base.

On-Line Review/Comment. ,)

On-line review and comment, with appropriate- protection,is standard on 'TS. Changes must be okayed but comments. maybe left Aiegading any material a person is authoried toaccess .

On-Line Update.

Standard updating procddures are on line under-the
authority of specifically authorized people only.
"What I f . .

The ability to simulte 'different,.work student loads andsystem resoLzrces and 7;rbject schedules is available. --Thi,sconcerns -mzi-ly CYI.- and POS.. Ins_ tructional dev"elopmentis-;not 'oovere-±.

Communications Faility.

ine communications facilities are available taid e rthe RSTS/E operating system. They appear to cover a thenecessary aspects.

Structured RePort Format.

- Paperwork and forms necessary for system operations areprovided by the Sytem: The capabilities may be increasedwith the ADDS 200 terminal and with some efn-Ft the syste61
cad .be made to provide thi's increased capability for some ofthe less elaborate software.

. .

Reading Grade Level Commutation.

. Pr4tsently this is not provided under ITTS. The addition
-of this would be a fairly straight forufard tas,k.

,Text'
.

.

.

,..This is possibrb on VTS, however, due to .some'probl,emS..
-with- prOt000l-, it" is not and cannot b-e" presentij. provfded.It is part of the software paakage provided by the hardware-
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Hard Copy Printout.

The Data Base Management System provided gives rather
elaborate capabilities in developing repOrts and li-stings
from the data base. Hard copy of any screen display is
available.

Progress Tracking. .

Progress tracking in the.conteXt of :instructional
systems deSign is not available- Studept-progress is

_proVided-,.actually as a major part of the instructional
management.

Standard Data Base !ianagement

':The standard options, including QU-ERY (a data access
method), expected in a Data Base Manag-ement System are
provided by the hardware vendor and- in some areas enhanced.

COMPARISON OF FUNCT-IOKS FOR. EACH PROGRAM

:-Course Authoring. Functions

The CAI auyhoring language DECAL-II is-part of-the
ksystem deliverAd with the hardware although it .is not .a
majoT portign of VTS. It is not jet software connected.with.
the VTS.-soTtware or data base. ExteRsive-text editing of
the type,needed is not yet oTfered on VTS. On VTS proper,
the following are not really available -21'n usefial form:

a.

Lesson Authoring.
Lesson Tryout
Trainer Requirements Determination
Media 'Selection

Lesson specifications programs and lesson production
programs are available by generalizing existing programs.

.0nea.piece at-a;timethe connection may not be hard, on the
Whole the programming effort may be substantial..

Functions Which Create Reports,

"st of the recommendations in this area require that
_part or all_ of the. data Zor the reports be input from
_existing data bases. In the f011owing functions_the data is
'either not available on V S or only partially available To
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implement ,these functions it would' be necessary to writeprograms to guide the user in inputting the data and thenuse the existing software" togen_erate the report.

Problem Analysis
Master Plan Program
Procurement Package
Naval Training Plan
Trapper Procurement j'ackage
Implementation' Plan Development

Student Entry-Level Pr'ogram

VTS will -acce t data on students coming into the commandand will help _the ,instructor re-evaluate student,s with.-_previous records, br completely evaluate any student.Appropiate- data is stored, to assist in planning studentschedules and projecting the result or the training plans.
Task Listing 'Program

VTS can, partly met this recommendation. It hassoftware whicb gathers and stares a list OT th-e major tasksand subtasks required 'in any billet., Since the VTS task'listing is used only for billet selection, may not be asdetailed as desired for courseware development.Modification of the-existing programs would probably besufficient:

Task Validation and SelectiOn Program

Survey- evaluation programs now exist for evaluation o.fsurveys with up to 5 options per. question.
.

In addition, "surveys may be generated with perhaps _aslight modification of existing report generatIon andotext'manipulation capabilities. -Since .teue word- processing ispresently not provided,, some aspects maylbe mare difficult.
Objectives Hierarchy Development Program

vir .

;VTS does allow- and encourage hierarchical ordering ofobjectives-on the system. -It does allow entering, -deleting-and up- dating of objectives...-

Syllabus DeVelopmentHProgram

All the N soiiware for tructing class schedules udder,'various time and resource constraints is present on VTS..The mechanism for automatically setting up -course syllab-i is:,alsO available -usi,ng the ob.jetive hierarchy, .
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Tactics Package -Program
VTS at the -present---t not include tactics-

infomation. Programs ith perha some considerable effect
would be necessary. urthermore, c.tsi.derabl`e data
collecton -would be necessary: for cross referencing.
Training Support Requi Program

.

VTS can and does-:cove
resour.de. configuratio.n and
monitor all resources required
predictions are made. regarding

cLomaln of this program._ -The
uling software. schedules and

for a bourse.. In., addition,
resource requirement-S.

Exitting Materials Evaluation Program .
Existing materials can, be-located. Evaluation and

documentation of- all possible materials .applications is not

With the addition of some- data'_collection and cross
referencing programs this may be approached with _a large
degree of a.ccuracy.. The programming effort would° be minimal
but data collection would be of some concern.

*The software for choosing from a variety, of- training
materials; once-,-the -effectiveness_ and existence of those
Materials is established, is now in.-"use..

riiistoifical Trainer Data Progrram
VTS maintains an inventory of- trainer equipment, status,

and effectiveness. Information on the characteristic's inthe detail heeded is not available. In order to perform the
desired analysis the- data base would have 'to be expand3d and
software for eval1/4uation of characteristics in light-of-
training requirements would be necestary.
Progress Monitoring Progrpm

As part of instructionasi system design this does_ not
exist On VTS. There are programs in .existence which cantie
ge-nralize.d to produde.most of the needed output..
Df effort to produce. -the project monitoring required- should
De aCceptable. Spe-ci-ficatiohs and an operational pro.totype
for such a system (AMS) have been develo ped within -1).fip:

56
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ComputerManaged Instruction Program

In the area of CMI. the following is characteristic:

1. VTS _does offer a full range of on-line tests arid
`evaluation or entry of off-line tests.

2. Student performance is saved and used for
feedback diagnosis.

student

Student prescriptions for study are given
human intervention is required.

although

4. Student records are managed in real time.

5. Banks of test items are stored to produce random
objectives based tests.

6. Instructional materials are evaluated -in light of
student performance.

°

Personnel and physical resource's are scheduled
automati-cally..

Cdmputer-Assisted Instruction Program

With DECAL II froth the hardware vendor some aspects of
CAI do bacome available. It is, however, a substantial
effort to implement as. is and as -is it doesn't conform to
'CATSDM recommendations- Since it is not generally thought
of as being inclUded with VTS we will consider VTS, -wfihout
DECAL- In this light the following becomes apparent:4

1. There is no lesson authoring. capability on VTS..

2. Actual -Instruction is not administered on line.

Some Student test performance data is collect'ed...

4. There' are a variety of '.formats :for accessing.,
individual and group performance data.

Student -records are maintained °nilInc- hut not in
the detall required by CAI. They ar.c Updatd,..i-n
reel tirre.-:

VTS -.does plan to have a CAI component and may at
some futUre time fulfill all of -these

-.'recomMendatIons; -hdwever'i P.ECAL II is seen
inadequate .as .

as
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Quality. control Plan'

VTS does not assist in develoOing a variety of quality
control plans. It-does however, provide for a given plan
and the application of various plans whidh may be de'veloped
off-line.

COMPARISON. OF DATA BASE CONTENTS AND-STRUCTURE

Description of the Data Base

The following data bases are not presently part of the
VTS data base and would need.new programs to_be' written in
order,toadd them. Most of.the above fall into two
categories, one (#1), development of curriculum, and two
(#2) forms, generation with thesgoal of curriculum
development.

Program

Problem Analysis
Master Plan
Procuremerit Package
Navy Training-Plan
Lesson Interrelationships
Matrix

Tactics Package
Training Support

Requirements
Historidal Trainer Data
Trainer Re.quirements
T.rainer Procurement Package
Implementation Plan
Quality Control Plan
P'roject'Man"dgeMent

Data _Base

PADB

PPDB
NTPDB

LIMPDB
TPPDB

TSRDB
HTpapplEi
7RPDB
TPPPDB
IPDBP
QCDB
PMPDS_

Use

#1,

#2
#2'

#1
#2

Categories

#2

the cases where forms-are developed-(#2,), text.
editini;VcurriculumA-ile'Maintenance -capabilities ouldube
almost a necessity for 'computer generatiOil-,and-updatingof_
these forms.

The rema-ining portions of.the_data base exist _at,least
`in part.

-S'...udent Entry Level Data ease

This data does'exist- and can be updated "when the student
'arrives after being initially entered on notification 'of
transfer. Moreover, the data is updated automatically as
students progress.
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Task Li-sting Data- .liase.:.

There is a-list- of tasks and subtas1's contained within acourse hierarch'y.

Objectives Hierarchy Data Base

There is a' hierrchy of objectives within the coursehierarchy.

Course Syllabi Lesson Lei/el Data Base

There is a syllabus for each of four out of five levelsof taskS and subtasks. within a hierarchy.

Course Syllabi Segment Level Data _Base
This is _also available.

Exising Materials Data Base

There is a _list of all existing: training materials at' P'particular site, but thi-s is not connected with materials atother sites' and it is referenced at :the. course level, notthe 'objective or tank level.

What. prAently exiSis is probably- adequate.

Lesson Validation Data Base

A history is kept of 'test" and instructors in.order to validate their effectiveness. Student histories,. are -further ,kept for future digesting_ of ,this 'material .However-, for a ,rigorous validation of the lesson materialsmore detailed information is needed, and the programs wouldneed reviSon accordingly

Computernaged Instruction Data Rase
,This data base is completely there, as,the VTS .system has-beep enhaneect specificarly for CMI. Enhancements in sc-opeand sophistication are needed.-

Computer Assisted Instruction Data Base
, ,

0Lesson material and instruction are not. on-line, butstudent performance is kept:~.and may be updated on-line.- Group and student reports are also. generpted .

.-_
,

...-
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This addition would r.equire a major effort in
programming and planning, it-it Were attempted to add this
to VTS. .A -better strategy would be to design. :interfaces
with other syStems dedicated .to. true CAT.

Lesson Specificationsand Text Data -Base

Many lesson specification elemeritS are, alrea
the data base, however, more would be necessary.

part of
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SECTION IV

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT%AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
It is possible to generate,-many reasonable alternativeplans for developing and impleMenting a CATSDM system, eachwith its own particular ,strength.s;_and weaknesses.
If it were diff'b.ult to-extract clear recommendation&from the findings of this study, there might be-some meritto providing some alternative plans.- However, as therecommendations of this study are strong and unambiguous.only the recommended plan is Outlined, with supportingrationale;

'PROGRAM-PRIORITIES IN LIGHT- OF THE COSTAENEFITS ANALYSIS
'Thenefits of.AutoMated SuPport to FAISD Tasks

Many factors affect the cost to benefit relationshipswhich imply the priorities which should be afforded tovarious identifiable- components of the CATSDM .system.
These are discussed-in Daa, ISD Task-Priorities for CATSDM, of, this contract, in the"fmplications" section- following each,-,df the questions inSection I Of that document,;'. In the _interests of generatidg.:a:' "stand alonenAocUment as this final re'port.;, these areessentially reproduced here to provide, the. necessarybackground rationale for the task selection 'and prioritizing,efforts which-follow. These, may be considered to bebenefits of automating the ISD process.

-Tasks which can be turned over to personnel with littleor no specialized knoi:iledge or skills, frequently will bebenefited in terms of cdnsi-stency and Overall qualitycontrol when'ciosely monitored Or supervis'ed. Closemonitoring and specific ,guidance and structuring of subtaskscan' be,rprovided with some- effectiveness through.automated,management support of the task.

-Tasks which require the '.specialized input of a-very fewkey people are good candidates for- cOmputer',support.Extensive text manipulation support provides a productionenvironmept in which the written output of these personnelcan be greatly 'increased and enhanced because cf the muchmore economical editing and rewrite capabilities. Inaddition, the expertise of these-personnel c.an, in somecases, 'provide a leverage effect. The impact of their inputcan be multiplied through utilizing it to design high-payoffautomation functions related to the task. These can lead,.in the long run, to increases in the of theinput.
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-Tnytime' the TSD actiyity is involved in mnny
simultaneouv tasks, management complexity .is greatly
increased.' The advantage of computer support in tracking
the progress of the-Ongoing tasks and coordinating the
personnel and resources they-require, is oi:Tvious..-

-One of the greatest deficiencies of ISD\activities,both within and without Department of Defense, is the almost-
universal lack of prqvision for collecting and `analyzing the
sort, of 'detailed, data which would provide a good planning
base for efficient use of :personnel: -and resources and to
support the ekt'ensive, scheduling -needs of tht. overall" .ISD
activity. Computer support can provide the means .for
collecting the historical data base and analyzing' i-ts
impl-ications.- This willl allow much better plananingand,
scheduling of criticalresourceisuch 'as, in this case, 14,.iY

personnel who canhot easily-be 'replaced on the task.

-The'requirement = fore extens=ive training of personnel
prior to the completion of the task decreases the degreeof
scheduling, freedom available to-the management of the ISD
activity since the training time must also be scheduled
priox to beginning.the task. In general, as scheduling
problems'become more comPlex, the potential benefits for
automated-system support increased.

-To the extent personnel must .,perform their jobs without,
close supervision, the-ISD effort may potentially benefit
from the collection of more detailed data on performance of
intermediate ISD subtasks and from the capability to provide
the affected personnsel with more structured 'job aids',
4ithin-task checkpoints, and feedback. This effort-can be
greatly facilitated through the provision of easy -access to
and the requirement for, 'frequent interaction with the.
automated management system by the affected personnel.

-To the-extent that a taskrcan be broken up- into easily
LdentifiablesubtaskS; computer support of management makes
Lt increasingly possible to closely monitor the progress Of
individual.personneI within the task. This provides a data:.
)ase which can guide management towards necessary
-estructing of the task and/or toward additional training.
reeds in regard to specific personnel.

-To the extent to which progress checkpoints c§B;easily
Ind objectively be determined, it is appropriate to- monitor
md.report on overall .task progre-ss through computer
Rapport. The benefits in terms of management and .cd-ntr.o).-
ire obviouS.
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-External-monitoring of each task becomes more, importnn-t
in cases where the levels of personnel assigned to the taskare . unable to, asieqbately monitor their own progress.
Automation provides potential b fits terms of
information and processsupport perso nel.-

-Theo importance of-a real tim anagement system is 4greatly increased on those tasks where the timely, completionof the task is critical to oh-time start-up and completion-of otherISb.taSks. _Computer support of the managementfuncti011 and/or implementation of the- tas-k offers
correspondingly greater potential benefits in these cases,
_especially in terms of early identifica,tion of problems, andin terms of exploring the _effects of-alVrnative--
"solutions."

-Computer-support can greatly allewa.te communicationsproblems whiah may arise between personnel from varied
specializd backgrounds by providing a central clearinghouse
and definition point for all terminology used, and byproviding easy access to both formatted reports :end detailed
raw.data. -The computer system can greatly streamline
information transfer process while providing a valuab
discipline and consistency support function.

-If the characterics of any task are such that
progress could be significantly hindered by varied.
-nonstandard terminology, procedures, tecl-niques, and so on,then the potential benefits i\n erent in zentralized data and
reporting system become much m _

-There may be Many efficiencies effected in dividing
tasks into pieces which could be worked on:inde,pendently by
many personnel. Aiowever, the cost of th.is.efficient use of
manpower 'is often .,management' complexity Automated-systems
support enables,you to take advantage of your full personnel
pool much more efficiently.

-0W .long tasks, frequent detailed relbOrtia'g may have.a
strong motivational effect. The primary advantage is that
personnel with access to frequent det.:311ed progress reports,are-able to maintain their sense of progress. Without this
capability, some tasks seem to drag on forever at_
considerable cost to productivity: and morale.

-Similarly, frequent reports may he necessary to
mainain a sense of getting somewhere in those cases where
the task may not be clearly related to the final project
products for the personnel engaged in the task. With
automated support of management, it possible to maintain
a sense of "getting-somewhere."
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. .

-Tasks .involving extEemely.well-defined proc,.dures
very:good:candidates-Tor automated monitoring and reporting
and/br for real time cueing andiprompting7in terms of-
interadtive job aids. This can rjeault'in better audit
control (through- .standardized approaches and error. .

Aetection) and better_efficiency_(through prOmpting and
-pacing) .

.-,-The more inechariicaldogr_algorithmically defined a task-
iS, the moft that ta-Sb4comes a candidate for complete
automation, thereby freeing staff for other activities.

-If.there is "a complex mix of production and training
facilities required to carry-out'a task, there is i =ncreased
probabilitytht the management of the task would be
benefited through.use.of asset/facilities scheduling and
management :program support.

-In any task requiring a very large typing load, thereis 'a-high .possibility that on7line-text editing and
7manfpulati-onsupport would be cost effective and would
result in improved product quality.

.--The-zeneratibn of extensi'v'e' reports a_ nd/or
instructional -products implies-Ha'need for scheduling.of-
proCluction assets and facilities for, posSibly extensive text <31

manipialation .and/or headlining, typesetting ca.patAlities,
and for.the creation .and maintenance of data- base to
manipulated Tor,'report generationpurposes.

-Extens..-E -equirements for training facilitie-s can
generate cs=lex scheduling problems. In the-case.of
hands-on tra:ning devices, there will be a.need to hedule
students serially without conflict to take maximum advantage
of the usually limited supply of hands-od devices. In the
case of group classroom requirements, there. is a need to
schedule students in such a way that' students with the
proper prerequ'isites are scheduled simultaneously into .the.
classroom-resource. Scheduling support provides benefits
'through more efficient "lase and maintenance of expensive
:resources. .

-Information to be collected by projectpersonnel can. be.
recorded and- manipulated by the automated management 'system.
In those cases where information is to be generated 'by the
project personnel, - computer suppbrt can help, with cueing and
prompting programs and interactive data input programs iv
insuring consistency of-format structure and .t7erminology.

S

.
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Properly designed automated datn.collr.ction te'chniquestend to enhance reliallality and completeness of informationgenerated by people with wide variations in experience and

. --If .data is to be used in multiple alternative fbrms, itis extremely important, that the data,base be quickly andeasily manipulated. In most cases, as the data base becomeslarge, this is possible o-nly with computer support.
-If datp to be colletted has a high proportion of simplealphanumeric odes or ir-epeated brief text string such-as_key4ords or abbreions,scomputer,aukport can offer valuable\Oata packing, sorting,, retrieval, and error-check-ingSupport,' For "those longer prose records (sentence' orparagraph length or longer)).1aPg-e-seale storage -,. hig. i :speedretrieval and output, anT-complcx-t6XtTediting capabilities'-,are important advantages to%be offered by computers).'

background.

-The importance of-the .sophisticated error-checking,andcorrection cap.abilities available under automated syStems----support-is hard to deny. ,Considembbie time end expense' canbe "saved as more and 'more errors are detected immediatelywhen made, or as errors become easier and easier to cOi-rect.
-In cases where it would be relatively simple andinexpensive to build -in data valid*ion.Processes,automating this funct4n is potentially advantageous. In- those cases where data validation is somewhat more'difficult, but due to the criticality ofIthe data, stillvery important, a separate decision must be made on whether,or not to take the extra time and effort to automate partsof this validation process.

- /

-In cases when data could be generated as it is needed;rather than stored, 'often. a simple data translation program-or generation algorithm can replace personnel or storage_.files in supplying -this data.

-Often, data :structures posssess a high degree of*built-in redundancy.- For example,- it is possible toddtuTent the various rationales' for computer support of tieindividual ISD tasks by storing one copy each of a set of",_footnote comments, and then referencing them by a single.number (as was done in data item 004-of this cohtract.) -Inthis case, whole paragraphs" of data_ were coded acid
-referenced.as oe- and twc-digit numbers, and then_ wereexpabded_into the paragraphs the_y represent by te systemretrieval-,or. output time. Such data translation and parkins..

65
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=itie p.zeatly"..redUce the amount' of storage -

required for large data bases with the proper redundamqy
oharacter-iibs; .P=1.:ibrary of student prescriptions'in the.'-
CMI data base would be a similareXample. --

,
/.

.

-On -data bases of zany size at all, retrieval by key word."
0..

techniques or retrievaL. through extrsive'croi.s-referencing
and indirect accessing' techniques, .1-s- inefficientL, .

time-cOhsuming, and expensive by manual methods. , This is an
extremely powerful area of advantage for automated systems
support.' -

..kutoinated system" 'support offers significant advantages
in any case when information,- to be-retrieved frOm the
projectriatarbaSe needs to be;f6rmatted and/ormanipulated-
for rePorti.!or.other-dOcUmentation:..

.-The.more:often upd:atesor Changes:t6 the database
.occur; '.and the:mor'e extensive these modifications are, the
greater the advantage to be realized by automation .of the
dat'a base.
.

-:Sxtensive.numeriCal analysis requiremehts on any .or. all
parts of-the data base strongly imply that computer support
would be advantageous. 0

T more ways information needs to be sorted, and the
e,.

which accrues to computer support.
-larger/ the .data base.to be sorted, the great r t-he aqvantage

-

-L nks between:different parts Ofthe data base are most
easily estabIfthed and maintained; -.and most economically
taken''advamtage of,..through automa -te 44ysteMs prod'edUres:.

particular, merging d-ata b'ses.c'r.6-2te,d at:different:
times.amd/orfoi.:0-ifferent:purposessmott easily
a.ccomplished:.thr.oughs cross- referencing techniques which
again strongly computer 'support_.*.

These are,representativel.benefitsof automating FAISD
tasks. These must be considered,. however., im of the-i
costs:

Cost- Related, Development Priorities

/This: secti,Dn,will- discuss gever'al development priority
factors, 'those which are_based on the cost analysis of the

..Fleet Aviation` InstructiOnal'Systems.Development,(FIIISD)
td'sks,- those which are then sUbe,que,ntly based on other
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evolving on-lines to In such as .!.-sork currently befngdone under Army ReSeafich Institute CART),` Defense Advanced.Re-search Projects Agency (DARPA), anfr other 'contracts within.DOD.

ISD task priorities, largely cost related, wegenerated through an analysis of FAISD tasksterms of manpower and resources.required compared tothe potential benefits of automated suppoi-t for. eichtask:

... This analysis was based upon three 'major rectors, 1)degree to which the particu,ar FAISD task could benefit. fromautomated.. support. 2) the _,T1pact of sevtsn. "c-rt2icality"'factors, and 3) the, "Rersonnel leverage factor :of, the t41 .The relatiVe degree to .which -a task. could benefit'
frib.m.--automated support was determined on the basis of a set 61' 2.z.information management concerns,. Each task. was rated by the-(study group. as either benefitting or not benefitting from \automated support on each of tht.a..information managementareas. A score 'Was assigned .(from 1 to 148) to. each taskhow many of the potential areas "of benefit fromautomation applied to that task.

yen areas were judged to offer especially importantpoten benefits from automation,' if they applied to- atask. These were .rated as being worth'etther 2 or -3 .e.x.trapoipts each, which, were added to the total for each task asapplicable..

Each task,,was then- examined to ..deter_mine the. number -:ofman-hours likely'l to be impacted by computer support, for thetask. k. :71 "personnel reverage." `Weight ia as assigned. to each .dtask -b"ased on the number and type of-pe4.16 affected.. _ This

...

= was considered to be very important, and, as 'much: as 1.5 -points were .assigned to:some tasks on this variable. The
v.a....sue,.s:-a'ssigriet..,. re subjective, .but r thepresented e; ..judgerrieptS of rienced -and' well-qualified ISD personnel.,...:-...: with ba7ckgrpun4k.,...77 in computer applications to developing.instruction.

A,.,total s-core was then. computed for each task .an-d7restlting priorities are shown as follows

11
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,Priority 1

-
'7

s,r 1-

Programs - .Program number referred 'in figure 1

.

--a

1. Standard Capabilities .

2. - Lesson SpecificatiOn. Program.
3.- Lesson.. Authoring Program
4. - Lesson Production Program
5. Lesson Triout Program
:6. CMI Program
7: Fedia Selection- Program

H 8. Progress Monitoring Program
*Number in parentheses refers to program
number used in Figure 1.

Priority 2

1. Objectives Hierarchy -Development Program
2. CAI' 1Linkage Specifications 'Program
3. Student Entry Level Program

-Task Listing Program
5. Task Validation and Selectiph Program
6. Syllabus Development Program
7. Training Support Requirements Program
8., Existing Materials Evaluation Program

Priority 3

Programs' Program number. referred =-in ''-itrure 1

1. Tactics f5ackage Program
2. Trainer Requirements frogram

Problem Analysis Program
14 ,Master Plan Program
5. Procurement Package Program
6. Navy Traihing Plan Program..
7. Procur of- .Trainers Program
8. _Implementation Plan.. Program
9. Quality Control Program
10. Historical Trainer Data Program

(191
( 1) %."'

(23)'-

(11)
(12)

,

2. Existing VTS capabilities already address many FAISD
tasks, however, and therefore may somewhat revise priorities,
since they are gvailable at relatiirely small, any, additional
cost,

°

Figure 1 shows one possible representation of the set of
major .0rograirn syserrls tdescribed in Section II, which Would, when
linked :to-each other and using the -integrated day,a' baS.es 7
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4Figure 1: CATSDM System of Computer Prograins General FLOW Diagram
(Process Monitoring Program Not 'Pictured. Here Since It Tracks
all Activities Shown)
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-The priority Of ;program "development .suggested- by the,.
prioritized FAISD .task-toprogram relationships indicated in
Figure 2 indicates the following preliminary. 'program .development
priorities. Notice that ,pany of the .FAISD. tasks would be .served.

--by the .same prtgrams (i .e. 19.1 on. Figure 2) using
different .data. The analyiis of VTS capabilities shows that
several of he programs .are either currently 'available in some
form; or are easily adapted from existing -,progr=ams,. data., or
batic systems capabilities with a. minimum of extra effort. These.

,include- the student entry level , tagc- listing, objectives
hie.rarchy deVelopment , and -computer managed instruction:.-..
'prbg,raMs: When these,tare taken into aCcount,' the priority

??Ogram Fi5ure 2 ProgYam Reference- Number

.1 . Standard Ca-pabilitiess.
,Lesson Specifibition, Program'
LeSsdn Authoring P-regram

. ; Lesson -Production _Program-
Lesson Tryout Program
CMI Program
Me'dia Selestion Pt dgram-

8. Monitorfng Program
9. Student Entry Level Program-.
10. Task Listihg Program
11. Objectives- Hierarchy Development Program
12. Syllabus Development, Program

, .

Priority, . -2

1. CAI Linkage Specifications. Program
2. Task Validation and Selection Progr*am
3.. 'Training Support Requirements Program.
11. Existing Materials Evaltiation Prograin-
5. _Tactics Package". Program
6. MaSter Plan Program .

7. /Implementation Plan Program
8. Historical Trainer Data Program

. Program

Priority,

Program, Reference Number

-1. 'Trainer Requirements Program'
2. Problem Analysis Program
3. Procurement. Package Program--
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Other .on-aine aids to ISD are unde-r development: within
DOD. With one Major exception , these are not yet complete or
available. That exception is an Author Management .System (AMS)
completed under -.DAFPA Contract #MDA .903-76-0216... The AMS is

. equivalent to the Lesson Production .Program, already: a Priority
program, s'q the .prforities do not change. _Howev_er since the.
complet-ion,".avai_lab.i.li,ty,- and applicabiIit-y of these. other
efforts 'could be very important to .C.:ATSDM in terms of changing,
priorities 2 and in :ta-sks 5.11 5.2,, and 5.3, of the
tasking ariCi.phasi.ng chari.. in:Figure 3.: It is suggested Nhat
these effOrts be monitored througho-ut_..the CATS-DM development
effort:

The tasking laid put, in the tasking phasing.'dhart4shown
represents the .study. grou\p's, bestjud&ement of a reasonable
-time .frame in wh.ich, to accomplisheich task 'shown . It is
understood that the hardwae tipOn` which .-CATSDM.':is
impl-emented the software facilities available for CATSDM

.development' on-_that systerh, and the level ofdetail',
sophistibation, and complexity:finally ,decided upon for the
emerging CATSDM system., all will have .an impact \ upon -the,
level of effc2,rt rreqUied. It is felt, however,- that within
reasonable limits ;these degrees- of .v.,ar-i'abi'lity can be,
accommodated- in terms of increasing. or decreasing .staff and

. .st -ill be accomplishedwithin the approx.imate time ,frames
_shown: . Notice that the tasking is set up in terms 'of a.
three- year initial development program and, of .course any
ongoing maintenance revisiont, and enhancement which 'would be

-desirable would continue beyond that period. It is the
feeling of the study, group that in this implementation.
_schedule, the ena. f..the. first. par mould sho,mr maximum
paybff, in that the highest priority functions and
capabilities -would then tre available fort use.

.1n this suggested .:itplementation- plan; three major area's
of- development- have been selected for preliminary
implementation. It .is. felt that if _the standard.
cap_abilities are pravidled p4iase,_. and if the

7Aut.horllan-ageMent Syttefri 'systems are.. 'enhariced--and
expanded..-by development of..the telected- Priority proigrarp.
Suggested in this document; the major part of .CATSDNI.

'SYstem '.can be provided' by. the end .of t-he. firit :phase.
Again should realied th-at.the'nur_riber of priority. orr:e°
program,..s.-attemfltiedi this-.conte.xt ; the-level of' detail
and sophistication aspired to on thi's first :CIA and other
factors all i at the very lea:tt-, Vice leVel of
manpower hick must' be:r-applied to:-the task; and potentially
would \,o1:vi usly, .significantl,' impact the time phasing of
the s impleme station plane. It should be realized that the

r 1 crtrrermci-csri mr11-,n hen
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:groUp)believes would provide a re'latively high level..of ISD
support service, but perh'ips without all of the "bells and
wiTistles" that.,the eventual, mature, CATSDM system _would
exhibit. It is further felt a pro-gr am/System

w. spe-cification, design, and development _Level of effort
reasonable to accomplish the Priority.. 1 -programs: in. the
first year, as shown....4on thtS-tasking. phasing.lcharts. could
reasonably be -acComp-rished!with. about ten mank_years of

,....effort. . - .

In the ,foLlowing explanation of .tie :tasks,.-it -should be
undersooa that the ,individual priority one programs do n-ot
alean-1.y- fall- singly into the basib2 capabilities AMS of CMI
subsystems, in most cases, but rather they distribute Across

. those and would, primarily be considered as additions,
modifications, or enhancements:: to those system's. It is also
.felt th-at in the case. of all three areas of concern,
.existing capabilities provided a good heAd start on most of
the: Pr...iority-,1 programs.. Otherwsei.,- their design'
developme'nt and- impremeritatibn; in the time frames and
within-the -level of effort --,suggested, would ClearAly be
-somewl-lat unreasonabre,-. -
Ta-Sk 1.0 --'Re-yi,se"/-in*of..poratechedul,ed VTS. expansion into
work Itis-.clear, that in th*...event CATSDM is '.

implAniehted -upo-n .VT,S thati.`the CATSDM development progjram
itself will constitute a ,nons trivial' perturbation wiin tie
existing _VTS expansiOn2nd development schedule._ ,.-Theme/fore,
lit. is felt important th:it an -accommodation be reached' as
early as possible between these potentially confliCting
activities. Possible-eoutsomes of thi-s :planning activity,
would be a revision of this work- plan . for -CATSDM, or a
revision of the VTS expansion schedule,. or 4oth.

.,-

.2. pgrade ,VTS to iricbrporat.e.-CATSDM stah'dard cap bzliai:es..

2.1 Deve). p detai:led fun4ional. Si3ec)iications for standatd
eS. tnthis..taik the general functional,

li-Sted for a CATSDM system -would be ..explain
in more detail and enhanced as necessary, t.zkingr ,into
-consideration any:built in advantages:sOr diSadvahtages-

.special features of .the ./5-artic.ular hirdware/software sy.stem
sereated..-

2.2 Develop systems/spbsySterrSE Sf5ecs:for =standard.'.'
.capabilities. At this time it -.will",be."possible' t-o.

developing. the, system/subsystem specifications, for' .the, . ,,
Stan,dard -Capabilities in any cases where' new so ftwar.e-,.
development or existing sp-ftwa're Modifi,ction is called .for... .

.
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2..3 Develop program specifications- for standard
capabilitite.s.' As the syste-ms/subsystems,s,p.ecificatiChS \-.
becOme better, development, of the program ;Specificatipns can
be :carried out.. .
2:4 Code standard capability programs. In all cases where
standard. capaibilities are, not already existing on the
systen, but are possible to program into the- system being
used for CATSDM development, coding-= can begin as:soon- as the,
standar2d*::-:capability 'program specifications ate well
deVeloP'ed:

:-2.5 Deb.ug itandard capabil-ity,;prograMs., As coding of .the
_individUal programs' involved :Complete, individual debug,
of those program. can. proceed. As multiple programs are'
f-inishe,_.,systeiii debug can commence ,in -terms of debugging
the interaction.. of those programs with :one. another 'and the
ex.isting hardWart/soft..warel system. ;

-2.6 Test standard 'capability' programs. When the various-
:levels of debug aie, complete- or well, advanced , testing of
the standard capabilities can-. commen'ce.

,
2.'7 'Revision ofi-standarCi capability programs and ,
documerrtatiOn. F om the testing activity, revisiions Or
additions may. b indicated, these-can then be programmed -and
final document tion of the standard capabilities can- be
completed: .-
3,.0.,Convertiexpand Author -Magagement System for use on VTS:

,. ..

3:::-12SU'ilvey -f.ieId.-:to identify-i-additl§nal useful gr necessary
modifications to the Author ?o.inagement. System. The _Alathar

' "Management System exists in the form of an operating
prototype with extensive d. ocument apion. ;. H o we ve r , by h
time- it.-is incorp ,ated as a major\;prOgrarri-function in thehe
CATSDM System, 'it may be pOssible . to identify,n the ISD
field , desirable :add-ition-s-dr mo-difications which could be

...., -,incorporated at this tithe. ..
1

/
3.2 Anayze .AMS requirements-. in %re-spect. to VTS c-apabilities ..,
A critical part of accommodating an eiizting..operational.-
system Isuch. as the 4MS..onto 'a dffferent h-ardware/s.Ofttiaare."

. system is an -analysis of the -target systems' capabilities ,
in _reSpect,..to:the re.quir6.ments - (\either implied or ex plic i,t ); ;

.af. Ehe system 6eing tr an-sl.ted .-. ;Pt "i;s.'. fert'.iha't-tIl'is--c?-n-Pbt,7-
.accomplished in a fafrly short -time. ..

,
,

., , 3...3- Dev_elo'o detailed, fthctd.on.al snecificatlons for-the '
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.3.4-De -Vie-Top detailed ex.p-onding
AMS on VTS. In those cases where AMS is to be .expanded:as a
result of the survey of the field with new functions' or

.dtailed fanctional specifications will be
prepared for, the- e enharicements. . /

-5.5 Develop system/subsystems specifications for AMS.,
'Following the detailed functional specifications .

systems/subsystems. specifications for the AMS, for the
modifications to AMS, and for the enflancements. to AMS, wil
all be prepared.

3.6 Develbp program specifications for ,AMS. When
system/subsystems specifications are complete or well
advanced, program sOecfficatiorii can .begin.

-3.7 Code .AMS progrkis. When program speciCications_are
complete or well adV1-nced coding of the* individual;" AMS
Programs can commence.

N:,3,8 Debug_ AMS programs. As coding of individual programs is
Completed , debug' of:those programs, both sihgularly and in :

cbnlunction wit-h one amothent ca9 be started.

3.9 Test \AMS program-s. and systems.. As debugging of
individUalii programs is complete', testing of .the AMS as a
system. opera g on the host- hardware/software system can
begin:

3,-10 Revise' AMS' programs -end documentation: On the basis
of the testing- results, revisions to programs, may berdocumentationsd, documentatio of the final AMS System will be
com.plet di

4.0 Rev i /up4te/expand VTS. CMI

4.1/ Survey of-?2,4I capabilities and requirements." A survey
be' conducted 'of existi_ng CMI appliCat±.ons, ttoth within

and w:i7thouAt the military, .specifically in regard to. the
needs of the -potentiiil:CATSDM audience, . a:report of

'.deSirable' CHI characteristics discoyered -or .identfied will
be prepared .

_

'42 An_alyze VTS. CMI in- detail. Simultaneously, the existing
CMI "capabilitigs on VT.S. will be analyzed in some detail, and
in-conjunCtio.n. with the stii..I.iey, a c on will be made on
each 'd'e- sizablee-sicAble -characteristic ,.in ,ter of its availability
or ad apt .'Ibility,.orlr VTS , -.? .' . .----'.:

.

,- 44

,
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functional specifi-cations for those additions orenhanceme'nts will be prepared and incorporated into the
functional -specifications -fo'r the. existing- CMI- system
4.4 Develop new or"reVise-. existing. syS-tems/subsyStemsspecifications. Sinrilarly; enhancements or revisions.-.to the
systems/subsystems Speci-fications wial be peepar,ed asnecessary.

,45 Develop/revise program-:-specifica:gtic:ins.t. The 'prog-eamspecifications will be eittfer generated or revised, andintegrated into the existing program specifications.
4.5 Code CMI -programs for VTS. With the comp etidn or
advanced develo.pment of the program specific tions,- c-dding.can begin on CMI -.

4,7 Debug CMI programs f_orc SITS. The additi -ns or=1"revisionscan be debugged as coding advances
-

Lt.p Test CMI gi.ograms 'for VTS. The revised VTS CMI-program
can begin test' and evaluation- clebugsing is complete.
4;9' Revise. CMI Programs-----an'd 'Documentation, for VTS.
testing advances, programS can 'be revised as .necessary an

-IRE' the dOcumentation for the .-subsystems can be updatedappropriately.

.. , - .

.5.0 Update information concerning' progress of applicable ,CATSDM functions.'
_
.

.

. --

. - ,
../.-

5.1 Conduct telephone .surveys. Pn 2 periodic basi-s
throughout the CLTSDM development activity, informations .needs to be gathered and updated. conc.ering Other DOD .

:

efforts which could be -adapted or incorporatedc,within the
CATSDM sYStem. One part of this information gathering.
process' will be 'telephone surveys to other DOD activities.

..

5.2 --Review -teahnic21 rePbrts,' progreSs reports and..other
information. Augmenting the telephone :su-rveys will be.

literature--,.,rev iews and review of such documenta,tion on_other-_- adtivi,ties; as may be ayailabl.e:- - .

.
. ...5.3 Major project briefigs/dernory_strations/planriing V

,

eenferences-.. Towards th_e end of each major phaSe of the
.--r. CATSDM_ development, a major _project_ briefing -should: be held---in whidh a demonstration 'of work completed' within 'the; phase-,... can. be given in .terms of a-c-tba91,,e-xercise of functions:

-,.. This" should take place in the Qc-ontext_ of a planning
--0..---.., confereneze in which an evaluation` of the , progress by theplanning groUp would generate a revised. tasking and phasing

for 'the .-nex.t mayor phase -of- th-e project..
Z ; '
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.6.0 Re-evalu.afEion"and reordering. of priorAties for r---nr.zram

'delvelopment. r On 'the -basiS of the inforzffon
concerning: the .progress made- in each -phase ofthel,
and upon the information- available, concerning Oth*:activities 14hich, may be applicable, a revised list of

:Priorities- for program d.evelogment in the next major -phase
"-of' the projedt will be "issued.
7.0 Develop -second priority level prOg,rams. On the basis- of
the reordered priorities, .a -work plan for the second phase
will be developed and as appropriate;. work .may_ begin on,-the
developMent of t_he- second priority lev r programs - . 4.

111'1
..Develop' third priority programs.' Follaw.ing: a:Second

_phase ma"jor 'project briefing/derhonstration/planni-ng
CanferrenCe and a re-evaluation and reordering:of priorities
for- program:.development.,_ planning and work for ihe third
phase will proceed. 'AL

. .

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENT/1170:M 'RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
-..Several- factors will have, considerable effect cin the.:

,r esources. required to develop 1, and implement- ,a ._C...ATS6M System.-
On_e is the extent- to whic-h the system base from -which it is.
to be evolved already meets many CATSDI';'[ needs. . VTS, -"the
most attractive candidate; will already support dt range of .

CATSDM needs,,- However , the VTS. i.s itself an :en-ter`ging.
system, and the status of documenta.tion. i:t..,,:7-,:i..h- ,ttfa "the
full extent to which the VTS meets, .....6,-;; SD!14 -ifeed-si i s notrc-t
precisely clear. ..;,...:.,

, :,':4;:..::-.- ,
. t.l.k..... _.-r. --

_ i' l -.,'-5An'other fa-.:ctor is .itize avail
CATSDM-related . functions ;.-41velo
be adopted or- adapted, as well a
.existing ':TS functions' will. -rre

y of ctfler
itYiin DOD. which could

thee, .e,ic ten --to xhich
to .be adapte o;be used.,

Obviously some, such as the 'Author l',Managernent Sys,em (AMS)
deveAQped for DARPA, Are p'riniQ candidates' for'e2'ly. s..

attention..., Others_ will have.s\-4 b studied' befo e--- precisse
esti dmate f .resourcet re-quit;ea 'to mgke t'hem bse -could be
made-- _

Another- factor aefecitdn'o- neede--treource. levels' is the.
ext.en't to Which-r.CATSbM s'pecirnation's could be incorporated

?into,. future development work, alre.thdy- sctlefit.11ed (t*.z.3ch as the
contirlui,n:g work on -liTS) without significantly increasing
those 'costs. This, too, cannot_ the kn-own .Pt this time.

a ,
. 4

find finally, cs lass. problem; that Of' est-irltatint
.:cO'P't,s and resources required for-a, major complex-,
str,phi,stiC-Aed; infortat±,on .management-Aysterri ,for use by P
wide ranger_ p"' per-so-rine-I,- is essentially _operi,-ended-. That

there may,S.g'-'some. useful" minimum thre.shold- bet qs
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whiCh_ a useful system is just not possible, it -is possible
to add refinements:, sophistication, and human engineering
considerations which wotild_in some environments be very

-impoi-,tant., and .which -effedtively- increase costs'
tenfold over that threshold.

'However 1
based -on the assumption:3 --listed under the.

previous ction , upon 'the expe'rience. of this author with
developing a major JCATSDM "'Subsystem under DOD f unding
alre:ady, and 'upon the high level of e:evertise of the VTS-.
staff and relative utility of VTS-as _its.' is currently
understo:od, the fallowing estimates are offered with some
confidence.
Hardware/Software Resources

The VTS, as is;. :is potentially .-at reasonable CATSDM
environment- with a few reservations. One is storage
capacity.. -To provide the on-line- curriculum maintenance

, services so important -to a -C-ATSDM- system ; much more_ di3c
storage is needed. Fortunately the technology has 'advanced
r@p_idly. For example, on tody'--s- TICIT systems 'C another
minitomputer-based .system) over 300 million- bytes of storage
can tie provided 'for about-the same -price as 25 million bytes
only six years. ago.;_-- If VTS is used, about this level
additional, storage: (300_rnillion byte3) is recommended. Cost
if added lesS. than 50,000 per system .

--s

(However, if one 300M drive is .used instead. of the
drives currently installed -with VT-S, the savings might
accrue...)

-

One = other item is needed--- nnely advnced
-maintenance _capabilities SiZI:r as :a system to allow -entry of

amounts of curriculum materials on-line, the ability
to search -, revise., and edit this data base,_ and in gneral
to manipulate -it 'in a var te.ty o-f--ways. Commercially such

,capabilities. -could be providethr.--for under $12-,500/system..
.existin.g-,VTS capabilities could be enhanced,- in house,

Eby kwc-: )

Program- Develo*ment. Costs _

The,: _Army Research -Institute is currently -issuing- a
series of small (under. $100;00-0) contracts intended to

°provide: a ' v,ariety 6±-_ products in\--the area of computer aids,
to IS2D.,_63 This -program will 'preglably spend. much less- than' a
million 'doll<ar.S.

The Autlicir Management- 'y -stem CAMS) de-v4eloped
Contract was Conceived, designed, d-evelopecf,

.for under t100,0d-O, including

under DARPA.
-implemented
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.Cornparin-re;, the scope of these two CATSDM related effrts
-,to the -whole C-AT_SIDM system, and assuming-,muli will be usable
-from these efforts- at a -savings over implementing them from
scratch Tit is estimated ,that, a compreherksive CATS,D?. system ,-°
based on an enhanced VTS; can be fully irrfplemented within
NAVAIR for unde'r two million dollars , including additional
hardWare-

Depending on the- ac.c-eptable minimum thre_sliold -of- system
sophiitication , the degree tolwhich the VT.S.,,-as it --is; is

-directly applicable to cATS1:14, and 4.depending upon the athount
of easily adaptable functions from other `DOD sources, the
cost might be less, than one million :dollars. Howiver ,

--;trardware costs will pre,ven,t this from decreasing much. more ,
unless the standard VTS hardware m'ix is upgraded to tak,..

- advantage of the advanc.ing, technology, in t;rhich case
additional addon_ hardware /system capability will not be
necessary. .
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SECTIO4/V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATaONS.

This section. of the report will attempt,to. summatize
referencing Previous data 'tems as necessarY),the findings-i
of the *..

.projectstudk-group in refer=ence to the need for . .CATSDM support-and the current an'd potential 'provision ofsuch support by' an existing system (VTS). Some discussion-

will' also' be outlined, on a general _level, of alternatives -COr 1Mplementing such support based on a-range of reasonableassumptions, and summary recommendations will be mad.°
CONCLUSIONS

, -The analysis of CATSDM requirements and VTS-proceed'ed
systemptiCally across a series of data items. Someconclusions are appropriate from each arid will be enumeratedindividually. In addition, VTS analysis condlusions and the

_ overall conclusions of the study will be-given.

Data Item 0001,-List of Candidate ISD Tasks

_ The specifiC tasks within, the Fleet Aviation ISD (FAISD)model' can be classified as to the kinds-of automated supportwhich would be appropriate for each. Seven general
categories of onTrine support were referenced in this
classification:

-On line Support for-.Data Collection
-On-line-Support for Text Editing/Curriculum File/

Maintenance . , ,4.On-line Support for Scheduling
- .-,°

On-line Suppott for:Standardized RePorts
-*On-line Support for SimUlation/Modeling
On-line Sport for Statistical Analysis
Cn-line Sport for Data Searches and Report:s

- It was 'concluded that automated support would. be :-helpful
in _. -every one of thd 6'4 specificTFATSD task areag'. \Everytagk:ws apOroprlate.for,at least ;four*of the seven
categories of potential suppdtt and th'e.great 'majority,wouldbe-helped in six- to seven of the categories of potential-support.

Data Item 0002 -.F'rocess Analysis of FidSD
,

Th'e great majority. of FAISD specific tasks, could.be
ufficiently-weld defined in an algorithmic (flowchart)

`fasbion; and to 'a*level, of detail as'to indiCate that thepot=ential benefits from autoMated suppott would beconsiderable: ;1
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Datasrt0003 - Cos.t./Maripcive- Analysts of th._-jISD Ickpcess
s

(Analysis /Formatted. Data CO11,ection item on-ly,,
concillsions rserved for Data Item 00'04.)

1)416 ttern.:0004 ISD-.Task PrOrities fora CATSDM
. .

. , .

,.On as variety (3 factors based on 4RriTiTependent
decisions for each= task) of rating points, ;it is .possible to
rank: the specific tasks Of the FAISD model in terms of the
desirabilitil-cost benefits to be achievedfrom automating
.most or part of-that task. Twenty-eight. priority levels
-were identified ranging from a high of_ )4!9-priority points t
a lbw of 14. .

.

l .

.. .

-It is possible to p rsue generation af/CATSDM functions
on a, t6sk-by-task basic, .g., STC's Lesson Material".-
Authoring and_Formative 'Tryout System, 'programs LAP,: LPP,
.and LTP, respectively) ar on "a capabi],ity-by-capabiiity,
-basis (e.g., Review/Comment capabities). An overall cost
benefit will be realized, hOwever, if the high priority-
subsystems are developed first on hnrdwareisoftWai-e systeris
providing potential support in all .seven basic-support
categories identified in Data Item 0001.

If the mos: cost effective subsystems are developed
first, many pr8blemS will be solved which'aPply-.equally to
the less cost effective subsystem's, thereby effectively
increasing their ,cost effectivenesz..

Data Item0005 - AnalysiS of Existing programs for CATSDM
.

. . .

Mos.ISD support problems have been 'addressed in some
context (often not ISD), blit in isolation or in limited
combinations' (not as comprehensive ISD support ystem6.).

Many of tese problems have been "sol,ved," with widely
varying degrees of.eeficienay and effectiveness'.

Many "solution's" are relatvelypooq,ly.
"human-engineered" in terms of usability by ISD personnel
be.serVed. (Programs are often written for use by
prdgraminers or by experts in using the program/systems.)

No one program/system currently available addresses more.
'than a small set of the total' range of. ISD support functions:
- needed for a full andcomgr-ehensive integrated CATSDM.
implementation.

4
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-
There are -probably hun reds of tai-1 or7made,' lcea ix

developed prbgeams/gystems throughout DC which.provide
scheduling _support, personnel tracking. 4nventory, and_a-.
myriad- of °tiler support. runction-swIliichap.uld, in:some way,
be 'applicab14,to.CATSDM.-

.--Thje'VTS iSrthe best/available starting point for the
development'of:a full, eATSDM system.

potential for forming the basis of

VTS

The'VTS has the
zood CATSDM system.

. .

its "multi-system" approach (reliable, eCohomical);4ts
programming- base (BAS-IC PLUS, easj,lY:translatable to other
'SYSteMs)-, and 'its`.'relatively advanced 'State of-'development

.

(many CATSDM fqnctions now. addressed) ,-:and its acceptance a
a standard'DODtra-ining device (Navy device'. number 11869-),f
'Make it the m?st-l-viable alternative. as a star4ing point for
CATSDM development.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The final recommendations of this study will be
purposely left brief and limited to the major
recommendations related to what should- now be done to
proceed "th the '_development of a CATSDM system.

_RecoMmend.ation 1

A full CATSDM systeri should be. developed and implemente
-.as soon as _possible.

Recommendation 2

'he Versatile Training System (VTS) mao-w,being installed
.
in NAVAIR traimingsites should be the development vehicle
for the' CATSDM 'sey.se'kgffi.

Recommendation 3

VTS.hardware/software/opeTating.system capabilities
should be enhanced t.o~ provida basic .or additional
capabilities required to dev-elop, tr!st, and implement a
comprehensive CATSDM-systeM.
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. . .
..

..': The- ttardware/software development work on the CATSDM
.-system shbuld be carried out under the direction. of NWC at
China,. Lake- in, ponj-unction -with, but no necessarily.,_

,.:p_o-mpletelys0,ordinate,Cto or depende upon , th& ongoing
!NANA.IF-' VIS:.deVel_opment ii'd ,implementcation prograin:. - .

Recommendation -5

NWC, staff and funding -resources sh-oulA -be edjust-e
app-ropriately to'.reflect the additional 'scope of work-. -Thatis, the current VTS -program sho-uld not suffer by an attempt--.to. "stretch" it to include CATSDM effortiithin the smeprogram- parameters without-.-.a careful examination of needs. '0
Recommendation 6.

NWC should be supported.- with state bf the' art IS-Di-nput,
CATSDM specifications,, interface with current NAVAIR ISD cr...

pyiactivities, and testing and 'Silty control services-. These
-should- be, provided by an ex per_ ISD group with a _,_backgroun8 in,, and knowledge of, developments in the field'of computer- applications to instructional and training
problems,. and a knowledge of_ oth'er. related DOD
comput-er-aids-to-ISD programs: --

0
Recommendation 7

.. .

The CATSDM development effort should -- -take full advantage
of 1 )' what the VTS already does, 2) what has -already been
developed. within DOD- t:rhich might apply, and a) those
fuctfions which have CATSDM application's, .currentlY under
development wilthin various -DOD ag-eacies-:
Recommendation 8

Thr oughopt. the CATSDM development process, continuing
study should be made "both o.f current l'SD activities.
(especially, within NAVA..;R) and. of'other DOD initiatives
related to CATSDM. -

Recorn-mendation

'Current .NAVAIR.,ISD:efforts such as SH-2F, P -3, and E.,--2C
should be c- onsidered as pil-ot/test.site.s for., the CATSDM
sy-tt'dm, and work. should .begin immediately.
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STUDENT ENTRY LEVEL PROGRAM (SELP)
.

'
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Reference Numbers

TOPT.SE,

SAT.SE

Description of Data

Feoseistil8011111 of 1;00 words , SELDB

Data.

Base

Entered

nurneilc.milsura of central SELDB

lendancy and ranges of icons 4-

prou gatenisou of Mews . SELDB

'4, job nix:Wm

various numeric codas as,

nerded

OHR11.011

SELDB. In

SELDB

Method

'01 Entry;

.

form driven

owl driven

form driver.

Coalmen ts

C



TASK VALIDATION AND SELECTION PROGRAM (TVSPI

. .?!

,.

Date

.

Aaculyin

'
.

.Deraiiitioroi Data , esti

. ntered.

'''''
IlAtlatliod

.01 Efitni

.
of' .

Comment":

. .
,

.

Task La Slimy Indicator

)

Task Lisi Surrey yormai

..

'hi Survey Demo

gaphic Variables ,.:

lorraat '' -, ,

. p

. . 5.
Task' Alta

Task $urveyDica

Sorting Parimeiers

Task Selection

Algorithm

'Mast Selection.

Indic: mar

,

.

,

. ,

TLSITV f'

TLSF.Ifif , i
.. -. .'.

\*,'"..: '
( .

TSDVF.tV
\

..

ItiD.TV . ?

TSCOP.TV. :

I ....

.

TSA.TV
.,

;: ';....

TSLTV

i
.

'a flag showing which tasks In :

TLDB will included oa die

samba; . .'
, .

a basing of the questions %gad

and response alternatives ,.

'allowed for each task surveyed

a listing 011ie questions and

repos altacuativer asked'
about each ratify respoadam

a lisilig of thetespocrer of ,

e a c h tapcdaat to the r e f r y

,

a specification of bow die,-

',data should be sumnsiiiied ..

in. relation to the denjographic

variables .""

,, .

a prcqramined algorithm for

sating tasks tato ravqories

using tbs-TLSD

a one digit linMeriC code

indicating the category of -'

training selected for a task '
.

(

,..y,
. .

..

. .

1

TLDB

grim
logic ,

--
PIT9Carn

logic

INSDB,

.

program

logic

program

logic

TLDB
TVSDB

form driven'

1

..

form driven

OCIA driven',

. .., .

.- ,

-'
.term Mar ,
or batch

.-..

interactive

br

falai driven

program .

logig .

,. ..

,

,

, .
,. .

the program id present a standard TLS}'' which' ths

Atm will be able to verifyor modify

' ;.ili .., .

lila pray= will *arca siaidaitISDVF Which the -
met wild" able to varify.ocall:idity; -'-' .'

v
.. . .a' r ,

'dam may I?: entered by tarpordarts dimly lato.the

.sistem,,or they cap fill slut en 6picarmabli aim loon
h.

., .. '. .
. .

through interaction with the user it Will to determined

what summaries Ofthe TSVI) should be produced L'

,

, ,

the program will present a standard TSA.whidi the'

AUSOf will be able to modify or verify , .
.

.

;A

using the TSA the-program will determine thetype

-or training appropriate for each.task . ", ;: .
. ,,

. ,,,,,

,
.

,

,

,
,

.1 4\
,

- , .

0'



,

OBJECTIVES HIERARCHIES PROGRAM (OHP)

i4' Data
.

Acronym
.

Description of Data'

Data

Base

Enteral,

Method'
, , E
or Ently

1 1 Comments

.

Objectives Hierarchies

Rollmop. Numbers

, ,
Objective Hierarchies '
Alternate Reference .
Humber -

.

Objective Cm*
Rotuma to Tai
Listing'

Objective Behavior

Statements

Objuyives Conditions

Statements

ObjertiveStandards
Statements

Objectives Media

Sulection Data

r s

J 4,

OHRN.OH

.0H

OCRT,L.OH

014.0i

OCS.OH

OSS.OH , ,

,,

.0htSD.OH

-

.
,

inkidigitnuMbers
by periods

mulddigit aumbin
by periods

,

".4. 1-

muiddigit numbers

by periods, ;

pcou ;nuemelt from
characters in length!

pica monism from
chuactus in length

1.--

prose uuements from

characters in length ..

10.25 yesino'sstries

required instructional
chUactaistra

.

.

.

.

v .

separated

uparated

,

sepatitid

1.200.

.

1.200 ,

1.200
..

indica

'

.

.

.

OHDB

OHDB

OHDB

OHDB

OHDB

,

OHDB

OHDB

.

.

interactive
branching

torovirivea

.

:

ii
interactive
bunching

f4 drrien
..:. li .

Pim driven
....

form driven

form driven

.

;

:OHM is determined using a programmed decision

algorithm that intCiCti with the user.

It as OHARN appears than no other Illi0111.11013 is

included in this record. If a flag appears hut then it
means that other objectives have this objectiu as the.

°HARK Ile acne should be comulud to find out
which an terftenced

.00RTL Is detismiud by the ;cog= logic and Is
presented to the for yerifIcace or 'Modification

.1.

OBS.may be earned by calling up the correspooding;

TRS from TLDB and modifying it ', . , .
.,

OCS may be entired by ceding up 40:lyre:Kadin§
TES-from TLDBand modifying it = .

OSS mail* entered by ding upg corresPoadlng

TSS kora TEDBand modifying it

OMSDmay be entered by calling up the correspi#Ing '

TMSD.from TLDB and modifying it, . or'
.

.

1

4. og.,
.,'

.

.

, . . .

..

It



EXISTING MATERIALS EVALUATION PROGRAM (DAM

.
- ,.,

Data-

,

.
Acronym

,
Deicription of Data 0

Data
Base

Ent01)(1

' Mdetho
of Entry ,

. Corn.rrients

Ea* Maiends
Retina Number

Existing Materials ://
.

- 4

Existing Wiwi&
Presentation Time

Existing Materials

Media Code
. ..

. Existing ht---atials

Objectives

Existing Maieriali .

Evaluation Data- .

Objectives Hierarchy

Reference Nu

, '. / ,..-q,
.

i .

.
.

. 5. ..,

..

.

i 1

. t

, ,

EIIRN.Elt

,DIT.E11

EMPT.EM

EMMC.EM.

,

EMO.EM

EMED.EM

:

OHRN.OH ,

;

..

.

. .

...

.

'.1
4

number which would indicate

source of materials

. FOS statement
.,. .

number of minutes requited

',so present materials . ,

number which indicates media

requirements of these maiirials

kom.statemeau .

numeric data indicating elfin.

Airline:sof Mated,*

- plevioudy establidiod number
which links materials to

?ovum being developed .

,

. .

,.

.. ,

. .

.. ,..

61 4

; 4

c---
I

EMEDB

EMEDB

. -
.,

EMEDB .

EMEDB ,

EMEDB

EMEDB

, EMEDB

, A

,

)

.

form driven

.

tom drhin

form driven

forin driven

form driven

,

lam driven

supplied

from OHDB

.

.

'; ...

.
I

,

.

.

. .

.

. ,..

this would cOodit of e SUSS of numericcodis that'

specify all ;filial 610131110 of evaluation data
, -

, '
r

,

.

-

.

.

.. .
.

, .

, 4

1

, .
.

I

-

,



MEDIA SELECTION PROGRAM (MSP)

Data . Acronym Description of Data

Data

Base

Entered

Ei;y

.

Comments

objectives Hierarchy

teference Number

Whoa Objective

lig

tequirel lannictionel

letacteristics code

Vic:pato Brodie ,

boices code

4cdia mix

'dodo/ rules

lardware/Softwere

tequiremenu Code

J .

.

,

y

OIIRN.OH

HOOF.MS

RICCAIS

AMCC.IIS

IIMPRAS

FISRCIIS

I

.

.

I

A

roultiagit number separated

by periods

tangle digit code; single-,

bit (if binary choice) code

multidigit cods of out

(1) and urce (0)

multi63it coda of oils and

aims.

"rem logic codes
i ,

multidigit cede of ow;

and zeros tied to table of

requirements

,

.

.

,

,

.

MSDB

MSDB

MSDB

B

MSDB

providd

by program

loan drivin

tam &fru

program

determined

inttrictive

braiding

form driven-

.

g
. ,

at program will ;romp the used input by

in:eating OHRN(I) for each objective
.

. .7 .0

, , p

deciion rules for choosing from among acceptable

audit are metal for various media plans.

,

.

,
.

-

, .

,

.

n

. . ..

4 .
0

'

k

.

. 1

. 1

..
.

.97



'o

PROCUREMENT OF TRANERS PROGRAM (PIP)'

Data Acronym Description of Data.
,

Dats
Base

Entered

Method

of E ntry

.

Comments

_

:.

TtilA4f Detailed

Specifications

TWAST Dili item

Descriptions

Trainer Contract

Data Requirements
k

Trainer Proposal

Evaluation:Criteria
. .

.

Trainer Detailed .

Proposal Requirements

. .

Trainer Proposal

Evaluation Plan

Trainer Exhibits

List

,

.

.

..

.

.

1

.

.

. ..

o' *

.

.

TDSIT

Tar n

TCDR.PT

..
TPEC,PT

TDPRST .

TPEP.PT

. .

TEL.PT

U

.

list of characteristics required

of arxepuble trainers.

.

list of reporu, documents,
etc. to be delivered by the

contractor.

list of requirements concern.

lindata items.

list of criteria against which

technical proposals will be

evaluated'
,..

outline of technical proposal

format tube adhered to by
bidden'

list of procedures to be used

ino= to evaluate proposals.

lit of documents or other
data to be included for ampli

& gip or clarification

.
,

I )

. ao

,

. e .

, 1

J

-

a

'

PTDB

?TDB

PTDB

?TDB

PTDB

.

PTDB

?TDB'
,i;

'

1

N

.,.
vi

'

adapted

from

TRDB

form driven.
,

.

form driven

form driven

.
tam driven

,..,

i
form driven

,

form Mien

f

,

.

r

,.

u J

-

.

.

based on TPEC

o

i

; a

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

r

1

.

'

.

r

.

.

.

.
,

,

.

. .

.

. .

,

.
.

,

,

.

.

;.1

..,..

0

.t.

t

o
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a

TRAINER REQUIREMENTS PROGRAM ( I HI

' .5 Data ',' ;
;'i:'.

.

Acronym.
Description of Data

Data
gasa '

Entered

Method

of Entry
,

Common
"

.

..il:
Objective Hierarchy

Maack Number

Clauification of

Objectives

.

%

Hardware/Software

Characteristics

'
Presentation Aquiteminu

.

HandsOn Time

Regular:was ..

Proportion of:Hands-On i

Trailing Time

.

Chaactetistics Of ' -

Trainer Devices
. .

Demonstrated Effective -

niss of Trainers :

Cost i'nd Pitainteti

. we data
' .

ceagrainti NU ...

,..
.

Selectioa/Comparison

Algorithms

Report Forrhat

Trainee Device Code

Description of lNipical

Training Day/Week -

0i11111.TP .

.
.

CO.TP .
'

HSC.TP

,

PiurP

HTR.TP ..

' .

. PHT.TP

\

CTD.TP

bET.TP 5/

0,64?
AL -ft.4.. *i- !.,,

t . ..,
4 14'

5,i;,. i. -
.

SCA.TP
. .

RF.'fP

. -,'
TDC.TP .

,,' DTTD,TP

multidigit and mpaiated-

by periods .

alRbanumeric code

prose description

.

tables, coda, prose

description

riumbec indicating boas,

minutes

percentage

'tables, charts, pos. , .
- "-

. ,

tabulated data, prose

description : ,

chant. ksu

,

tables, charts, and prose.

descriptions ", :5

coded programs

: 4
.

'formatted prose and codes

4
alpbadumenc coda

.

bouri per day, days/week -

TRDB .
. .

TRDB ,

,

TRDB

TRDB

TRDB

TRDB

-,

TRDB

1,

TRDB

r

TRDB

TRDB ,,

progrinr'
logic

TRDB

TRDB

TRDB

supplied by

other

fx9gurik

supplied by

other
program

interactive
branching

form driven

. .

(=Wilma

,...,,

supplied by

program

supplied

from HTDB

supplied

trr HTDB

supplied
from HTDB

supplied

from other

Picirams

form driven

.1. . ;
form driven

interactivemods
branching

supplied

from SODB

.. 0
- !I

.,
. , .5.,

..
, ";k,,'

data on inntUCtiooal derail objeCtiva ', .. '..',.
. . .

. . .
0,

,
.. . ,

what piece of egtiiprosat or soltvraasystem is student

to learn (radar system, MAD equiphsent, etc) and its

characteristics (color, iyitetn, etc.).', , .,
A ...

thisoductogY.afositat.iliQuisitc403P3,11"
datecdon, adaptability enuirements-of. each device

objective

2 - _

atimated or rauictioa on time auoatad to , ., .live
.

estimated proportion of emu timi dmgcated to ,

device sessions
. ..

,. . ,

capability of device to meet presantatiOn reguireniehts

..

..
.

data on available trainers

information on project budget, number of students,
time constraint number al sites, ac. . '4,,,.

- .
., . ,, -,
.

program will matte coat and make rammen
claims as to mix of -4 Mg can verify or modify

Immune and standardized report information,'
, ,

,

identifying trainer device selate:i'for each

Are . . -

, .

./it

"



-SYLLABUS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM-15DM-

.

'
phis

.r:

Act ony m

S.

, Description of Distil'

Data

Base

Entered

M ethod

tryof En
, Conunonts .

. Objecting Hierarchy

Reference Numger .

Acceptable Media

'Choices Code

Critically Ranking

t Sequencing Al9orithms

. ,
i

,

COurse, Unit, Leion

Number .,

.

Lesson Title

.

Lesson Medium (media)

Leuan Prererfuttes 1

Y

i P

Estimated Lesson Ti

.
''n Objective

)
. >ii.N,

Student Through-put'

iota .1. 'se,

. '''

7 ., ,,Z.

OHRN.OH

AMCCJIS

CR.SD

SASD
,...

CUL-SD

LTSD

,

LII.SD ,

LP.SD

:e

ELTSD

LOSD

STDSD

:,

multirligit number separated

by periods
.

toWti.cligit ads at cans and

MOOS

a numerical code which iodinates

relativetriticality/difficulty Gk.

objectiW

programmed algorithms for

!queueing units, lessons and

segments

a multidigit number separated

by periods .

,
kW prose description of lesson

topic

numerical code indicating

medium or media used

brief prose descriptions, lesson

tides or CULN codes

estircatedlima in minutes

prose description of conditions

behaviors and standards

rough estimates of such things as

number athaudeonvisertiaopbetp

ached hi to be used, etc..

SDDB'

SDDB

SDDB

program

logic

SDDB

1.

SDDB

SDDB

SDDB

''

SDDB

SDDB

SDDB

,

supplied

from OFIDI

4.
supplied

from MSDB

form driven

form driven

,

supplied

ffom

program

named!.
branching

. ,

intetactiw
branching'

supplied

from

program

interactive

branching

supplied

from

program

interactive

branching

automatically input and displayed allow to user.

autotaattcagy Mpg and displayed as cue to user

, user will rank all ujit objectives within ,all

lesson objectives within unit, etc.

the prowl will provide a tentative sequence which
the usetnan verify or wiry as needed .

using the sequencing aigorittun, the program will

provide a number which the user can verify or modify

u needed ,

.

user selects most acceptable medium/media form

AMCC

, the program will provide present prerequisites in
'standardized form which user can modify and verify

". 4 ' ..

,

program will supply from'OHDB and user can verify

and modify as needed

.,1., .

PAP may help user in deterriilning student

throughput data. ,

o

)

.
.. ,

to



4
"7.

SYLLABUS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (SDP) t' ti

.

v
Data

.

Aaunyin Description of Data
Data

Base

Entered

Meaux)
of Entry

. - '
-Comments

Description of Typicil
Training Day/Week

..

Placement in ordinal

syllabus (tinhasod) '
. .

Segment Interrelationship 0

:ode , ';
..)

:outs, Unit, lesson,
Segment Number. 0.. .

;splint Tide.

,
kgMent Oboctive

. ..

legaient Medium.

.. i

-.

, .
*.t) ,

t It,
,

.,.

.
f

. .

..

i
V

147D.SD
X
t

POS.SD

SIC.SD

t

CULS.SD
\

7' . t,'

STSD ,

SOSD .'
'...-:,.

SM.SD S,
.

C.SD ..

\
60% ,f ,I

I

\

. I

number of days per week typical
student spends studying; hour/
min. in a training day; facilities
availability

day and hoar in ordinal ;yil.Xtis
where lesson kelot,(;.

1

Code indicating subordinate;
supaordiriate or independent 1

relatiotuhip of segmeaa within
lesson

a multidigit code separated
byperiods

..

brief.prose description of
segment topic

'prose description of coaditoas,
behaviors and siandards .

_

numerical code indicating '1
medium

caleddar indicating holidays,
weekeads, actual study time .
per day, etc. .

, -

SDDB

SODS

,

SDDB

SDDB

SDDB

SODS

-

SDDB

SDDB

(

a

1

.A
.

!

/

.

,

active

branch*

pplied
from

PDF=

, twain
branching

upplied
from

' cgram

ataractic.
=him

applied
rom

. am ,
,
.

teractive
cinching

.

nterictive .
i ranching

A".

..,

.,

'

.

s ..

PAP may agist user in diarminingThis variable
°

,
.

,

,

.

,

using seguepciag algorithm, the program will provide

a number which the user can verify or modifi

.

,
0

prcgram will supply from OHMS and user can verify
and modifyes needed

.

. .,
if more than one medium Iliad' within a lesson user
will need to specify medium for each segment

r- - k
.

'
, . ii

' , tat

,

I
.

,

, -42 ,..--- t 6

0
0 Y.

/ . j

,

.

.r



TRAINING SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS PROGRATSRP).

I

I

t 'I X

Data

I-.

Acronym

.

Description ol Data

Data,
Baso

Entered
of

,
c, a7iry

,
P

.

,

Comments

*die Mix '
Deignation

Objectives Per

Medium ,

Design Manpower

Requirenients.

r

Design Cost .

Requirements .

D e v e l o p m e n t Manpower

Requitement:

Development Cost

Requirements

-4 '

Tryout Manpower

Requirements N..'

s
.., .

Tryout Cost . :
Requirements - -

. ,

Production Manpower

Requirements

/.1

Production Cost

Requireinents
.

- i

.

.

,

MMD.TS

OPM.TS

DIAR.TS

.

DORIS

DVMR.TS

DVCR.TS '

TMR.TS

TCR.TS

PMR.TS
..

,...t

PCR.TS

4

i

prow description of the media

that will be used and X of the

course of each ,,,

,

nuisber.of objectives using each

of the media from the mix

.

ale of types and amounts of
manpower required to design

instruction. ,

table of all costs associated

with design of Instruction
,-

.... , . ,

t a b l e of types and amounts of ,

manpower required to develop

instruction

I

table of ill costs associated *Wit

developolent of instruction

et

table of t pes and Katmai of
manpower required to tryout

prototype ingiuctiOn .

tawe of all costs assootabi with.

tryourof prototype instruction

'
table of types and amounts of

manpower required to produce.'

instructional materials

table of all costs associated i

with production of instructional

materials .

.-s.,`

TSRDB

TSRDB I

TSRDB

TSRDB ,

TSRDB

TSRDB

TSRDB

.

TSRDB

' ,,

'
°

TSRDB
'

. illogic

1SBDB

form &ilea

determined,

by pcograrti

logic

determined

by program

logic

determined

by program

logic

determined

by program

logic

I

determined

by program

logic

determibed

by program

logic

determined

by program

logic .

determined

by program

determined

by program

ii?gie .

. .

the proylni will access AMCC data from the MSDB

and assign objectives to media categories according

to the MMD.

Illirq gar:dap:Wed manpower requirements dace per

type of instruction and media, program will determine

design manpower requirements based on tbe,desired

MMD. ,

.

manpovier casts will be calculated along with costs for

facilities, equipment, supplies, and other miscellatuoui

items yielding total cog for design activities based on

desired PAID, '
. .

. .

development manpcwei- requirements will be calcu.;

fated using standardised data in a manner similar design
,

above. f,
o.

i , Ii\

computed in a manner similarin design costs above.

- 4,
, .

,

similar to design and development, wiaddition of .

'students on whom the instruction will be tried,

. 0
,

. .
similar to design and development costsbove.2

...

calMilated using the MN data categories as design '
and development, modified to fit prodUction

personnel , - /
.

similar to design and development above .

, - e
..

,

e

\\'0:(
t

6

/

m
0

C)

0

s.



TRAINING SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS PROGRAM (TSRP)

Data
. .
Acronym Description of Data

,

Data

. Base

, Entered

Method

of Entry

.

Comments ',

Insitleawatation

Manpower

Requirements

Implementation
Cost Requkuneau

Evaluatio/Revision
Manpower

iRequements
v. .

Evaluation/Revision

Cost Requireinents
,

.

[r

0 :.

.1

e
.

.

'
.4 .

,
. '

.

.

.

'PICTS

, .

ICR.TS

,

, tRM.TS

.

'ERC.TS

, .

.

.
.

.

1

---

.. .

1

.

, f \ 1

'table o f typo and =olio; of
. Manpower required to imply

meat instructional program

table of all cogs a:iodated with
implementation of instructional

PO=

table of types and amounts of

manpower stquirod for oagoiog

evainadontrevisiop

tabir of all coats associated witb

,evaluation/revision of program

.

,

..

.

r

.
.

ei

TSRDB
.

TSRDB

TSRDB

TSRDB

,

1

1

0,. , 9

.

. .1

determined

by program

logic

determined
by program

logic

determined
by program

logic

determined
by program

logic

a

I

.

*

c .

..

I

t

,.-
V

. (
will calculate using data compile in tryout alio.%
j314 on I gals Aids reflects studios trading es
identified.in PSS and P( from PADS ,

similar to above, though COM CIA t pcojecud over

moral years to retiecsawiag program that must

consider boson such as equipment lite andintheed ,

costs over time. , .

4 '
,

.

,... , ,.
..

.: .
'

-

, .

i

, .

. .-,S' A ., /
. , .

0
.. .e .

,
. .

,

.
a-

/
.

.

. . . ..

r .

. .
.

r -

. r
.

''
.

e .
e 4 t

. ... ,

11
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0'

LESSON SPECIFICATION PROGRAM (LSP)
\

.
Data Acronym

.

Description 01 Data

Data

Rasa

Entered
01

, .

Comments

Cows., U1111, Lessoa

number

Lesion Title

Lesson Objective

,

Lesion Introduction

Lesson Testing L o g i c

.

Come, trait, Lesson

*moat number .

Segment Title

C

Segment Objective(:)

*ant Medium ; ';
,,

. 1

4,

Generality .. --/
.

,

Geoerality Help

;
Example Specification

4
Practice/Test

Specifications

I)

. /

CULSD

LT.SD ,

. -:

LI.LS

LTL.L5

l

' CULS.SD

STSD

50,LS

SMSD
,

.

G.LS

Gkus.

, .

EXS.I.S

PTS.IS ,

..

.
I

a multi4igit numbs!, separated

by periods
,

Mel prose dascription of ..

, Won:topic

prou.ducription of oaoditioas

behaviors and standards
d

prose description of information

to be presented as introduction '

prose descri)dori of tests to be

developed T. . '

a toultidigicnumberuparated

by fitiods \

brief pave description of

segment to* )

prose dtscription of concbrioas

lbehevionand surds , ..

numerical code indicating

medium

prose of variable length, ..

.

,
prose of variable length

.

prose of variable lengtils, tables' :

prose of vuiable length; tables

'
.

.

.

LSDB

LSDB

LSDB -

.

LSDB

LSDB

LSDB

LSDB

LSDB

,

LSDB

LSDB

LSDB

.

LSDB

LSDB

lir

eu0d
from SDDB

N.
supplied

from.SDDB

supplied

irom\SDDB

interactive

branching

int eractive

branching

su ..

fr. ,. S i DB

supplied

from SDDB

supplied

from SODS

supplied

from SDDB

b:uuncxh:idnug

a

interactive

branch*

Interactive

branching

interactive

branching
..

.

'cduld be automatically input aid displayed as a cue

or menu thole' for user.
- . .

could be amothatkally lopn And displayed as a MC
or menu chola for user. "

e.

program will supply objectives u it appears in SI?DB

a modifyand user Can tidy or

4.,,
,

4,,,

um- will specify data such as wheiha testis lo mastery

or diagnostic number of hems, type of sterns, 'value-,

non criteria, etc.

,
could be automatically input and displayed as a cue

or menu choke for user., ..,.

.
,

. e

,./
$

". program will supply objective as it appears in SDDB

and user can verify or modify . . .

.
.

'
0

con informationition as it is to.be presented to students ' '

:0 .

supporting information to be istutted to stuclenu

. ,

description of type cad number of 'maples

description of type and number of tramples of

practice and test items. /
s

, N.
1

i

ca

0.

r



Data

Special Teaching

Points

:moon Error

Ith!lYsig

3raphics
Specification

Aaortym

LESSQN SPECIFICATION PROGRAM (LSP)

4,
Description of Data

Data
Base
Entered

Method"
of Entry

0

Source Reference

Dbjective Classification

4

a
Ois

Sins

GRS.L5'

SR.IS

OC.IS

'"

pose:of variable lengths; tables

prow of lengths; tables

prose otrariable lengths; tables

prose of variable lengths

alpha.aumaric code

c

4

LSDB

LSDB

ISDI3

LSDB

LSDB

Interactive
branching

interactive
branching

interactive
branching

interactive
branching

interactive
branching

Comments

description of any apecial teadting points

dasaiptica of common undo' errors, related
Ohba fly student fadback

dosaiption/siscial Instruction for creation of art,

pbotopaphi9, etc.

description of aura materials to baud aai references
in developing the lesson

classification of objective by predefined taxonomy

(such as use/nde, etc.)

*

ti

v

1:0 5



7
if

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN PROGRAM (IPPI

.

Data

.

Acronym
-

,

Dest4iption 01 Data '

.4.

Data

Base

Entered

Method

0( Erilry

.,

Continents
... .

Instructional System
..

Overview.

ResourctSctioduling

Data

Facilities Utilization

Data

Equipment Maim nc".....41:"E141U.IP

Utilisation Dam

lAstruCtlortal Materials .

Management Data

Student Management

Data `

Records and Report:

Staffing Management

Data
.

. ,
r

.

.

*

.

ISOIP

RSD.IP

,

FUI).1P

114M,IP

,SMD.1P

RR; P

SMNIP

.

,

t

.

'Jig

1 brief desaiptions of instruc

tional erten) structure and
characteristics

We oiclasset, with start

.. end dates and required

resouroes

hat of facilities ana their Ilse

L of equipcint ea& whiten.
as and utilisation procedures

44 materiab and provisions

for replacement of conalmmable

items.

provisions for student wiry

progsess monitoring; partici.

pation in training

list orrequired recordkeeping

and reponing procedures,

Rovisiois for milling. Proti
ficiency evaluation, etc: of staff

. .

.

. IPDB

IPDS

IPDB

IPDB

IPDB

.

IPDB

IPDB

IPDB

.

.

interactive

branching/

interactive

branching

interactive

branching

interactive

branching

interactive .

branching

interactive

branching

interactive

branching.

interactive

branching

.

...;

( ,

program will ask for student throughput dun and

schedule fadiltie, equipment and personnel resources

as specified in TSRDB. AtttatkA will be called to

mural inadequacies identified.

provides for specification of space for stow, offices,

learning arum, trainer facilities, sic, lAW the TSR DB

queries user for maintenance and utilisation data for

equipment specified M TSRDB

queries user for replacement and storage provisions for

material's as specified SDDB. .

.

) .

. ..,

program will make suggestions, based oa data from

logic concerning service wide repdrting requirements.

, .

*.

.

. \
. ri-

.

V.

.s.r fr

.

s

.

rl

I.



QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM IOCP)

Dottie Acronym Description of Data

'Data
Base

Entered

lb

Method

of Entry
r

Comments

Formative Evaluation

Roles and Responsibilities

Formatively& 'twice

Events

Smell Group Tryouts

Formative Evaluation
Variables and *diode
of Measurement

Internal Quality
Control Roles and

Responsibilities

Internal Quality

Control Events

Internal Quality
Control Variables and

Mothodi of Alasurement

Eitetnal Quality
Control Roles and

Responsibilities .

&mina! Quality
Control EMU

External Quality
Control Variables end

Methods of Measurement

../;
Quality COMA Data

Analysis'of Data

FERR,QC ales, chaU,reotr ,!esaiptionk

1:0104

FEE.QC flowcharts, poi* Aims

SGT.QC &mhos, tables, prom

descriPtiow

FEVM.QC Mythic's, prose descriptions,

IQCR.QC tables, charts,. prose

desaiptions, etc.

IQCECC flow:thugs, prose descriptions,

etc.

ICVM.QC flowcharts, pros descriptions,

etc.

tables, duns, prom descrip.

'ices, etc.

EQCE.QC flowcharts, prose descriptions,

etc.

ECVM,QC 114wcharts, friiseriescriptioni,

etc,

QCD.QC numerical gda

AD.QC statistical programs

Je

QCDB

QCDB

interactive

bunching

form driven

QCDB interactive

branching

QCDB form driven

QCDB interactive

branching

QCDB' form driven

QCDB form drive°

QCDB interactive

branching

DB foim driven,

form Cyst&

QCDB xteractirs
bundling/
batch

QCDB batch wry

description of personnel Involved

their roles and responslilltiu

description" of procedures be he followed, sequence'

of events, raview points, eta

organizing ma group tryouts and prototype
production; re1nes to LAP and UT

A

'description of variables to be measured; of methods

to use in collecting, organiziog and interpreting data,

fo4ns to be used, etc,

description of
responsibili

Involved, their roles and

dinctiptiocs of procedures to be followal, sequences'

of events, management controls, revision points.

dal,Aption of variables to be measured; of methods

Ur use la collecting, organizing and interpreting data,

forms to be used; etc.
k

description of personnel Involved, their roles and

responlibilitios

description of events, procedures, management of
ongoing revision and updating

description of variables to be measured; of Methods

to use in collecting, organizing and interpreting data,

forms to be used, etc. .

raw data which will be analyzed; data referenced to

OHRN and CUTS

programs which sort, do item counts and statistical

analyses of datecoliected.

107



LESSON AUTHORING PROGRAM (LAP

Data Acronym

. .

Description of Data

Data

Base

Entered

Method

°I lqn
Comments

.

Coins, Unit, LAIOA, ,

Segment Number

Loma Specification

Components

CULS.SD multidigit number separated .,

by Period!.

.

LADB

LADS

sup

from

ISDB

supplied

from LSDB

t
h

,

'this includes LT, 41, L11., ST, LO, SO, G, Gil,

EXS, PTS, STA, CEA, GRS, SM, and SR

Segment Examples SE.LA examples to be used in

segment

LADS form driven aeated by author In accordance with EXS, CEA,

STP, GRS
.5

SM, and SR

Segment Practice/

Test Items

SPr.LA practice and tut items to be

used,for segment, with appro.

prints feedback

LADB form driven created by?iuthor In accordance with PM and SO
.

Review Comment, SO.LA pica C011103011$ LADS , forni driven generated by reviewing authority

Revision Spookationi RS.LT Kw statements indicating LADB form driven generated by reviewing authority or. other appro.

needed amps in materials and accessed

from LTDB

priate`Ferson hiumLTDB.

Storyboard/Script SS.LA formatted prose statements
e.

LADS form driven created by author as required by SM and SO .
.

Lecture outline/aids LOALA .. formatted prose statements LADB form driven created by author as required by SM and SO

Student Worksheets SW.LA formatted prose statements LADB
o

form driven created by author as required by SM and SO

Tryout Procedures TP.LA

,

any llicial procedures regarding
1 tryout and data collection

LADB form driven created by author as required by SM and SO

includes necessary data collection forms

. '

. '
# .

. .
. . .

r

..

.

i

.1

' . .

108
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1.

JJ

jr

1 ,

7.

LESSON PRODUCTION PROGRAM (LPP)

.

Data Actpoym
,

Desctiptionvt Data ',,, Base ,

Entered'.

u.16,,,
"7"'"I
°Ica"

Comments -
,

,

.:

:ours:Unit, Lesson
jegglat NiUnbi4. ,

, \,,' i
Wciclumiatasks I
11,19Brithai

.

toductiba Staffing
coda a

Formatting Coda

hPuettio9 Codes
.

Techaical linquiremenu

ipcifications

.

.

' 1

.

.

0

..,

Qv

.

.

CULS.S6
.

PTLLP

'
.

PC.LP

,TC.LP

.

.
,

TR.S12 /
.

. ,

.

..

.

.

'

i.

, ...,

multi-digit number sepuated

by periods

list of tasks which can be

used for scheduling/tracking

. induction. ,

numeric codes for types of

pccductioa personnel 'required

by task. ,

codigi which format text into ,-

apprOpciate form for

production

codes which translate copy
into paaeup or camera ready

masters using phototype:

WM..

prow automats that relate

additional requiremenu not

already specified.

: ,

S'

x

-..

,

. .

..,
.

..4,'
,..

.

.
.

,

LPDB

,

IAA

LPDB

MB

LPDB

.

r j

- ,

.

.

'...

interactive

bfancigng

...

interactive

branching

iniericti.ie
branching

.

interactive
branching

to= Skven

.

. .

$

. .

, .

A

'
algorithm will wry iccor,dlog to the medium being

icoduoi r
.

personnel val be allocated for each task in PTA

manipulate texeto create copy that I: a:

ready as possible for oinks production

activities

.

. .

.

,.

,

4

.

I

.,
t

,

.

,

.

109
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e
LESSON TRYOUT PROGRAM ALM

Data

. .

Acronym

.'',',

Description of, Dip

Data
Base '

ef.Entry
Comments

,:

i

Course, Unit, Lasso,

*not Number

Tryout Schedule 16

1

Tryout Subjects '' ''''
Demographic Data

Tryout Monitor

A' .

Tryout Procedures

Tryout Tea Data

..),

Tryout Performance

Data

Tryout Attitudinal

Data

Revision Specificatianz

.

;

e

CULS.SD

ITSIT

.TSD.LT

174.1.T

TPJ.A

TAD.LT

)

'TPD.LT

TAD.LT

ES.LT

I

multi-digit number separated

by periods.

list of dates when tryouts

occurred .

names and other pertinent,
background data on subjects .

person responsible for con'

ducting tryout and collections

cats,

any special procedures

rapid* tryout and data
collection.

numeric test results with pass/

fail indicator

results of hands on pew
mane testing with pass/fail

indicator
N

numeric data and repaseata

tin prose comments from

subjects

pros statements indicating
needed changes in materials

/ma

LTDB

LTDB ,

LTDB

LTDB

LTDB

LTDB

LTDB

LTDB

LADS

t

A

(

.1

supplied.

from LADS

form driven

form driven

form driven

supplied

from LADS

batch entry

or form

driven

batch entry

s form
Arleen

batch entry

or form

driven

form driven

;

......,

4

,

. , .

0

i
subjects selected in acadana with target audiince

characteristics in PAD§and SEDB

.,

includes necessary data Collection foims.

,

.

-

.3

,

.

-

,
.

.

a

4

J.



9 rte.

.0.

Data

Tom Bass Frame

I

COMPUTERAW1AGED INSTRUCTION PROGRAM(s) (CMS)

Acronym DesCription of Data

TBF.CM

'Data
Base

Entered

Method
of Entry.

formatted prose 'mod Wed CMIP interactive

iteoanstion '', branching%

Test Item Bank , TIB.CM ' 'formatted prom desaipticos CUT ,form damn
'

.

Studio Performance SPD.CM pm descriptba CHIP. interactive

Data
* banditti!

batch

Diagnostic' Data and

Prescriptioas

DOP.CM

Student Progress SP.01

Instructional Mai& IME.C11

Effectiveness

Resources Needed 4 RN.Chl

ti

pros and coded descriptions

ccded information

tablets, charts, vote

alpha numeric coda

I

Comments

clescsisioa of test lomat, lastractioas to be given

dude= lad other thasistent palm ot tots

files of items from Oki. specific itemsmai»

randomly selected
4

studeat rosponteei and other parfaits= data 4

interactive inkarmation oe.intorpreties student .petformance

bianching/ data, diagnosing difficulties mxI preicaing future

form driven activities

suppbsi by what segments student bas completed, bop,

Program not begun; projected citeereetice, etc-
.

supplied by odrabinations of student ferformanos data, normative

program refection and other such ink:citation

supplied by personnel, facilities, MAW* devices required for

other mcbmgmentilesson
programs

is

m
0

2

6
O



COUPUTiliASSISTED INSTI;610N PROGRAM (CAM"

- ; ,

.Dattl

i
Aaonym (-Description of Data

Data

Base
Method

of Entry

, .

S
Commenis '

Content Rai

and Control

Eke . 1

...\
Advisor ''

.

(, ir s

41

.

1

.
t

.

ga
,....i

tt.

t,CF.CA

A.CA .

.

a

.

.

formatted prow

programmed logic

cedes and prole

.

.

.

.

I

.

I

.

,

CAIDB

program ,

.logic

CAIDB '

4

7 .

e

supplied

from GADS

form drives

form driven

,

,

.

1

,

program defining WOK contra options, when Magna

has canto!, poicam ktiic when ;cgs= control

informatics to student on how to use system, how well

be is UR, proscriptions, strategy urn-

plates, carrot status required (or desired)

Fedor:piece criteria:

...
.

*CAI systems will ix mental to CATSIX

aad linked to it from an Inesthet fa the
most put. &Ration of logic and content,
pneentisl for learner control, and on-line

advice are desirable futures.

e ,
.

e

.

\ 1

.

.

,

,

,



,e~

"
HISTORICAL TRAINER DATA PROGRAM (HiptiP

Data
-

Acronym
,

Description 01 Data
,

Data
Base
Entered

Meth lb

of En

.v .

Comments
.

Cliaracteristics of Trainer

Dukes

Demonstrated Effectiveness

of Trainers

Cost and hiiintenance
Data

Comparisc Algorithms

Report Formai

.

.
.

.

.
:,

,'

cmitt

DET.HT

CUD HT

CA.HT

RF.HT

.

.,
....

.. tables, dunk prose

tabulated data, pose
descriptions .

charts, lists

programmed algorithms
,. .,

fOrmattad prose and coded

data

.

.

.

.,

.

.

...1

HTDB .

IHTDS

HTDB

.

program ,

logic

HTDB

:-.''-',-... \, ..
''''.',

*

...\.

form driven

form driven
=,

form driven

interred)"
branching

form driven

,

,introdudory, upository, inquisitory, response
detection, adaptability, etc. chancterisda of mums

student performance datkattitiainaktiataTeit----
collectechaliied used on other Frojuts

data on cogs, repairs and maintenance considerations

means of specifying comparisons to be made, and
seeing results........

strum and standardized report information

.

.

.
h ,

.

, . .

.

'...`

.

.

.

113



TACTICS PACKAGE PROGRAM (T

I
.

Data Acronym .

0 .

.

Description of Data
'..

Data

Base ;

..Entered '\
of Entry
,

.

Comments .

\

Tactics Reference ,

Number

tactic Name

tacit Description

Performance Chuacter

Wu/Limits

tactical Sodrce

4.licationilteferances'-e ,

Actives Hisao:by
Reference Number(t)

, Unit, Lesson,

.,,, t Number(s) .

S.1
.

.

.

.

o.

.

TRN.TP

w

TN.TP

TD.TP

PCL.TP I

.

,..TSPI P-

OHRN.Oil

CU1S.SD

.4

.

.

o

,

mnkidigat number separated

by psiods. .

pose summed

Foie statement

list of prose statements.--'-"

_...
, _----,

list Of FC0111 itileMellIS

multidigit number represent.

ing related objective(s)

inultiigit number flplOSCIII

ing related course, unit. lesson,

lecnint

.
.

o.

.

-

o

a

TPDB

TPDB

Tkria

_.r.
TPA,.

TPDB

TPDB

TPDB

'

0

.

..

'iCIEM driven

)

fOrm driven

\

tor 'm driven.

foridriven

.
form driven

interactive

brawling

accessed by.

URN
1

..

,

A

o

.

.

;15".

.

.

, .

,

.

o

.

.

4

..

,

,

,

,

,

,

.0

.

.

.

.

.

.)

.
.

.

,

.

,

.

0

o ,

..

MN.

I .1



. ,

.

MASTER PL.A111 .PROGRAM (MPP)
, *,

L.

Data . Acronym

\ .f
,

Desaiption 01 Date
:' ,.

.

. Data
, Ban

Entered

method'

. -0
I Entry

;

War Plan
stroluction

4

torwrement Strategy

0=

kganiaation 1iles
nd Responsibilities ,

load Phan
)escriptices ,

iogram Schadules
.

Iroiect Funding
:gime

'roisct Plans

, .

lemma COinfaiupents
;pacification

.

MPLMP

PSOMP

ORR MP
,

DPD.MP

PUP

PFE.MP

.

PPJAP

RCSXP

.

.

1

,

f.;

lj"-7,....,
1

.

-

pros wrath, describing

Purim and WOPet backiwwxl.
and objective..

From narrativa overdewing
phases and pentium
mangy options and rationale

prom nittithre donning
management and support rola
within the organizadon.

narrative indicating all

activities in each ISD phase.

.
tables showing overall phase

and proposed activities
duration.

organizational, contractor,
material mw items summed

by Aram.
, r.

ha ci plaerfor reporting; um
of assets, courseware distrthu

Lion, management, etc.

narrative specification of
organizational resources that

roust be committed.

,

.1

. . ,

MPDB.

MPDB

MPDB

-

MPDB

MPDB

MPOB

MPDB

MPDB

-,

.

-

.

,

G

.

form advert

form driven

form driven

7'
form driven

4,

%

form driven

i

formliiven

,

arm driven

form driven

ti

:

.

-

.

.

\

,

.

.

.

,

.

l

-

.

.

.

.

ei

4

.
,

.

.

.

.

,

a



,

PROCUREMENT PACKAGE PROGRAM (PPP)

. le ' 'Data ' "
, Method ..

'Data Anonym Description of Data 4 Jiase Comments
of En'try

.1
Enteral i, ,

.._

Daudet! Specifications DS.PP , prose listing of all required ISD PPDB 'adapted ,

i aCtif lilt by phase. . from e

itaair. . DPDAP a
. .!

,'; .

Data Item
o

.,... . , DID.PP Ott of reporu, documents,
.

PPDB form driven,

Deicriptioris etc. to be delivered byl.the . .
,

=tractor.' ,.
:

. .

Contract Data CDRIB . ,fist a requirements cooieraing PPDB lain driven

Requirements data items. . 1 .

Proposal Erahia - ZECIP list of criteria *ink which PPDB form driven )1

Criteria i technics proposals 4 be
evaluated. ) .

. . .

Detailed Proposal . DPR.PP, ' , outline of technical propasal PPDB form driven

Requirements ' format to be adhered to by

. bidders.
t .

Proposal Evaluation PEplp , list of procedures tollbe used PPDB. foam driven based on PEC

Plan inouse to evaluate ixoposak.

Exhibits List ELI? list of documiets or other dau PPDB form driven e ,

to be iocludoi for amplification '' i
.., or clarification,

k' i.
4

. . A

o

I.
. . .

. .,
.

..-..', .

,.,

. . . ,

,
..- - 44.

.
.

.

. ,

. .
.
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OAVY TRAINING PLAN PROGRAM (NTPP)

j
Data

.

E

Acronym
0

Desaiptlon of Data

Data

Base
Entered

Method
of Entry

i

Comments
.

) , ;

Navy Training Plan

Introduction

Description of Navy-

.

:Solna Spocilic
Data

.DMA

Dperationitignme ,.

ince/Training Maiming

Trained personnel maul
per year

Trait)* Requiremeou

443r Decisions/

Milestones *-

.

V

.

.

,

.
tliPINT

D&N't

.

CSD.NT

V
Org.NT

1PPYRT
,

TUT

,., ,

MDAI.NT

Aci tonzaftted pow narrative s.

e.
. ..

.fccinatai prose narrative

. ,

.) ' .

tormatud pare narrative

'

formatted Prose narrative,

carts,
1.,

.

dans

.
.

,

&am P

charts and prose

,

C '

.

...

.

.,

.NTPDB 1

NTPDB

. a

NTPDB

NTPDB

NTPDB

NTPDB

NTPDB

, .

form drivels

ruppbed

(coat other

programs.

supplietd

e-coatracobr
Programs,.y .
form driven

,

form driven
:N.

form driven

form driven

,,,

1
,

, --
dgcriptidn of background, Navy Fincipals

soolsk PorPom of Plan; ,.

functional and operational; ,description at system
being trained, user an verfity and modify \

. ,

sting

numI

be r,

coat/

aftos involved, costing

informatonI =trcor iC60:1 schedules.
.. .

Navy peiMant involved?' all pluses, workloads,.

billet requirernents,etc. .
.

trained perionnel ogled per year to operate `11

maintain system..

. ,--

sites, resources, scbedules, personnel eleedetto

support training activities.

description of major milestone mats and -.
decisions, command responsible, date, etc.

/
.

. 1

* .

. .

.

.

.

.

.

---

. ,
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Data

? PROGRESS MONITORING PROGRAINTIV)

itcrortyth .Description of Data

Data

Base. .

Entered

Calendar Data

4

PRIONAI

'Mister list of

Master list of events

Bestirs vector

Event hierarchies

Equipment/Facilities'

Project Accotinu.

.
;

CD.PM

e e

PIN) prose and numerical coda

MLSIN numeric coda and prose

descriptiin

hiLE.PM numeric coda, prose

descriptions, etc.

SV. Pat codes and descriptive data

EH.PM flowcharts, codes

pow and numerics! codes

PAN prose and numeric description

EFIM

PMDB

PMDB

PMDB-

HOB

PMDB

, PMDB

PMDB

PMDB

Method

of Entry

for driven

fonn driven

Coniments

description of sent date, milestones, doad/ips,

klentificatiCt of workdays, holidays, weekends,

deicription of working days.

personal, biographical and ideutifk2tion of project

required ALB; workload.

interactive kind of skills the project will require, each 'skill

branding represented by ihuraerical code.

form driven a list of events, decisions, numeric codes, descrip-

tions of event decisions; personnel involved:9

equipment needed, etc.

whether an 'event in any bierarChy u begun, complete,

in progress and other related date,

.
latereCUve

branding/

batch

form driven

form driven

procedural,' sequencial description of What events

take OM within any phase or larger event.

quip needed for each ;vent, code for

each workloact. Q

formdriven1 cOstiny and budget comriderations.

a

I ;

ti

a



N
AD. QC.
AMCC.MS
AMS0
C.SD
CA.HT
CAI
CAIDB
CAIP'
CATSDM

CD. PM
CD.TP
CDR.PP
CEA.LS
CMD.HT
CMIDB
CHIP
CODASYL
CO.TP
CR.SD
CSD.NT
CTD.PT
CUL.SD
CULS.SD
DCR.TS.
DDP:CM
DET.HT
DID. PP
DMR.TS
DNS: NT
DOD
DPD.MP
DS. PP
DTTD.SD
DVCR.TS
DVMR.TS
ECVM.QC

EF. PM
EFJ.PM
EL.P.P
ELT. SD
EM
EMED.EM
EMEDB
EMEP
EMMC.EM
EMC. EM
EMPT.EM

NAVTRAEOUIPCEM-77.-L0n12:-1.

GLOSSARY

.Analysis of Dat-d-1Quality.Control.Program), .

'Acceptable. Media -Chbices-Code (Media Selection Program)
Author' Management System
-Calendar,
Comparison AlgorithMs
Computer-Assisted Instruction
Computer-Assitted 'Instruction Data Base
Computer-Assisted Instruction Program-
Computer-Aided Training SyStem Development and.

Management
-Calendar Data'
Contr.aint Data
Contract Data Requirements
Common Error Analysis
Cost and Maintenance Data
,CompUter-Managed InstrUction Date Rase
.Computer - Managed Instructiom,Program
Conference on Data Systems Languages
Classification 'of Objectives
Criticality Ranking '

Contract Speskfic Data
Characteri-st-ias of Trainer. Devices
Course, Unit,'Lesson Number
Course Unit, Lesson, Segment ?umber
Design Cost Requirements -

Diagnostic .Data and -PrescriOtionS
Demonstrated Effectiveness of-Trainers
Data Item Description
Design Manp6wer,ReqUirements
Description' of travy System
Department of. Defense ..

Detailed Phase Descriptions
Detailed Specifications-.
Description of Typical Training Day /Week
Development Cost .Requirements
Development Manpower. Requirements -

External. Quality Control Variables and Methods of
Measurement

Equipment/Facilities
Event Hierarchies
Exhibits List
Estimated Lesson Time
Existing. Materials
Existing 'Materials Evaluation Data
Existing Materials Evaluation Data Base
Existing Materials .Evaauation Program
Existing Materials 'Media Code >_

Existing Materials'Medin Code
Existing Materials Presentation Time



EMRN. EM
EMT.EM
EMV.IP
EOCE.QC
EQCR.QC
ERC.TS
ERM.TS
ERS.PA
EXS.LS
FAISD
FC.LP
FEE. QC
FERR.QC
FEVM.QC
FUD.IP
G. LS
GH.LS
GRS.LS
HOOF.MS
HSC.TP
HSRC.MS
HTDDB
HTDP
HTIC.TP
ICR.TS
ICVM.QC

ImE.CM
IMM.IP
TmR.Tq
IPDB

IQCE. QC
IQCR. CC
ISD
ISDP
ISO.IP
LADB
LAP
LI.LS
LM.SD
LO.LS
LO.SD
LCA.LA
LPrSD
LPDB
LPP
LSDB_
LSP
LTD9
LTL.SL

NAVTRAEQUIPCEN 77 -C- 0013 -1

Existing Materials Reference Number
Existing Materials Title: .

. C.

Equipment MaintenancelUt'ilizatiOn-Dat
External_ Quality Control Events

. :.

External Quality Control Roles and Responsbilities..
Evaluation/Revision-M4mpower Requirements
EvaluatiOn/Revision ManpOwer Requirements
EXisting 'Resources Specification
EXample-SPeci.fieations .

Fleet 'Aviation Instructional- Systems Development
Formatting ',Codes -

Formative Evaluation Events
FormativeEaluation-Roles and Responsibilities
Formative Evaluation Variables (7, .Methods
Facilities Ut,ilization-Data
General-ty.
General ty.-Help ..

Graphi Specifications
Hands On Objective Flag.
Hardware/Software Characteristics-
Hardware/Software.Requirements Code
Historical Trainer Data Data Base
Historical Trainer Data Program
Hands-On -Time Requirement .

Implementation Cost Requirements,
Internal Quality Control-Variables and Methods of

Measurement . .
.

Instructional Materials Effectiveness
Instructional Materials Management -Data
Implementation Manpower Requirements
ImplementatiOn Plan Data Base
Implementation plan Program
Internal Quality Control Events .

.

Internal Quality Control Roles and Responsibilities
Instructional Systems. Development .

Instructional Strategy Diagnostic Profile
Instructional System Overview

.

Lesson Authoring Data Rase
Lesson. Authoring Program
Lesson Introduction
Lesson Medium (Media)
Lesson Objective
Lesson Objective
Lecture Outline/Aids
Lesson Prerequisites.
Lesson'. Production. Data Base

TLesson Production.Program .

'Lesson Specification Data. Ea_se
Lesson .Specification Program
Lesson:Tryout.Data.Base
Lesson Testing Logic

J
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NAVTRi:QUIPCEN

LTP Lesson Tryout Program
MDM.NT Major Decisions/Milestones
MLE.PM Master List of Events
MLS.PM Master List of Skills
MMD.TS-7:. Media-Mix Designator
MMPR.MS Media Mix Priority Rules-_
MPDB Madter-Plan.-Data_Base
MPI.MP Master Plan Introduction
MPP -MasterPlan-Program'
MSDB Media Selection Data Pase-
MSP Media Selection Program
NTPDB Navy Training Plan Data Base
NTPI.NT 'Navy Training Plan Introduction
NTPP r,. Navy Training Plan- Program
OBS.OH Objective Behaliior Statements
OC.LS . Objective Classification
OCRTL.OH Objective Cross liference to Task Listing
CCS.OH Objective Conditions Statements .

.OHARN.CH Objective Hierarctiies. Alternate Reference NUmber
OHDB 'Objectives Hierarchy Data Base.
OHP Objectives Hierarchy 'Program

'OHRN.CH Objective Hierarchies- Reference Number
OMSD.OH Objective Media Selection' Data
OMTM.MT Operation/Maintenance/Training Manning
OPM:TS Objective Per Media.
ORR.MP ' Organization Roles d AResponSibilities
OSS.OH . Objective Standards ,Statements'
P. PM Personnel
PA.PM. Project Accounts
.PADB Problem Analysis Data Base ,

PAP , Problem Analysis. Program
PCL.TP-. Performance Cl'Iaracteristics/Limits
PCR.TS Production Cost Requirements
PEP. PP Proposal Evaluation;Criteria
PFE..MP Project Funding Estimate
PGR.PA Program Goals Rankine.
PGS.PA PrOgram Goals Statement's . .

PHT.TP Proportion of Hands-On Trg'ining Time.
PJE.SE Previous Job Experience -

PMDR Progress Monitoring Data- vase
PMP -Progress Monitoring Program
PMR.TS Production Manpo'uter Requirements
POS.SD Placement. in Ordinal Syllabus (Time-based)
PP.MP Project Plans
PPDB Procurement Package Data Base
PPP Procurement Package Program
PQS PerSonnel'QualificatiOn:System
PR.TP Presentation Requirements
PS.MP- Prograt Schedules
PSC.LP ProdUction Staffing Codes-
PSO.MP Procurement Strategyqptions .-

f
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NAVTRAEQUIPCEN 77-C.001371

PSS.PA i Problem Statement Synopsis.
PTP..LP '',ProdUetion Tasks Algorithms
PTDB ) Procurement of-TrainerS,Data-Bse
,FTP . Procurement Of Trainers Program
PTS.LS Practice/Test Specifications
QCDB Quality Control-' Data Pate
QCP Quality Control Program
RC.LA Review, Comments
RCS.MP Resource Commitments Specification
'RF-HT Report Format
_RICC:MS Required Instructional Characteristics Code
RN. CM Resources Needed
RR.IP Records and Reports
RS.LA Rev,4.Sion Specifications
RSD.IP Resource Scheduling Data
SA.SD Sequencing Algorithms
SAT.SE Student Aptitude Data
SCA.TP Selection/Comparison Algorithms
SDD,SE Student Demographic Data .

,.

. SDDB Syllabus Development Data Base
SDP Syllabus Development. Program .

SE. LA Segment Examples 4. --

SELDB Student Entry-Level Data Pase
SELP Student Entry -Level Program.
SGT.00 Small Group Tryouts
SIC.SD Segment Interrelationship Code-4:

. SM.SD Segment Medium ,

SMD-IP Student Management Data A

SMN.IP- Staffing Management -Data.
SO.LS:g. Segment Objective
SO; SD Segment Objective
SP.CM Student Progress
SPD.CM Student Performance Data
SPG:.PA Souf.ces_for Program Goalt
SPT:LA, - Segment Practice /Test Items
StR.LS . Source References. .

SRS.PA ScheduledPesources Specification.
SS-LA Storyboard /Script

.

ST.SD Segment-Tit17-,
STD.SD St.udent_Thrgh-put Dada
STP.LS .Special Teaching Points
SV.PM Status Vector
51-4-.LA. Student Worksheets
TAD.LT Tryout Attitudinal :Data
TBF.CM Test Ba-se Frame,
TBS.TL Task Behavior Statements
TC.LP Typesetting Codes
TCDR.PT . Trailer Contr4dt Data Requirements
TCR.TS Tryout Cost Requirements
TCS-TL Task Conditions Statements
TD.TP Tactic Detcription
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TDC.TP
TDID.)PT
TDPR1 PT
TDSiPT
TELOvr

TLDB
TLP
TLRN.TL
TLSD.TV
TLSF. TV
TL8I.TV
TM.LT
TMR.TS
TMSD.TL
TN.TP
TOPT.SE
TP.LA
TPD.LT
TPDB.
TPEC.PF
TPEP.OT
TPP
TPPD
TPPY.NT
TR.NT
TRD
TRDB
TRN.TP
TRP
TRS.LP
TS.LT
TSA.TV.
TSD.LT
TSDSP.-TV
TSDVF.TV
TSI.TV
TSP.TP
TSRDB
TSRP
TSS.TL
TTD.LT
TVSDB
TVSP
URS.PA
VTS

RAVTRAEQUIPCEN- 77.-C-001? -1
.

Trainer Device Code,
Trainer Data' Item Descriptions.
Trainer Detailed Proposaf Requirements
Trainer Detailed Specifications
Trainer Exhibits List

Test Item,Bank
Task Listing Data Base
Task. Listing. Program
Task Listing. Reference Number
Task List Survey Data
Task List - Survey. Format
Task List. Survey Indicator
Tryout Monitor -

Tryout- Manpower Requirements
Task Media Selection Data'
'Tactic Name- ,

Terminal Obj'ectiVes From Previous '.raining
Tryout Procedures
Tryout Performance Data
Tactics Package Data Base-
Trainer Proposal EvalUation Criteria
Trainer Proposal Evaluation Plan
Tactics-Package Program
Trainer Procurement Package Development
Trained Personnel Needed Per Year ,

Trainizi% Requirements
Trainer Requirements Determination'
Trainer Requirements Data Base
Tactics Reference- Number
Trainer: Requirements Program
Technical Requirements Specifications
Tryout- Schedule,.
Task Selection-Algorithw
Tryout. Subjects Demographic Data
Task_Survey Data Summarizing Parameters
Task 'Survey Demographic Variables Format
Task Selection Indicator ' -

Tactical SOurce Publicatibns References
Training Support Requirements Data ease
Training Support Requirements Program
Task Standards Statements
Tryout Test Data
Task Validation and Selection Data- Ease

t

Task Validation and Selection Program
Unscheduled Resources Specification
Versatile Training System


